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A B S T R A C T

Optically generated, narrowband multi-cycle terahertz (MC-THz) radiation
has the potential to revolutionize electron acceleration, X-ray free-electron
lasers, advanced electron beam diagnostics and related research areas. How-
ever, the currently demonstrated THz generation efficiencies are too low to
reach the requirements for many of these applications.

In this project, a MC-THz generation approach via difference frequency
generation (DFG) driven by a laser with a multi-line optical spectrum was
investigated with the aim of increasing the conversion efficiency. For this pur-
pose, a home-built, Yb-based laser source with a multi-line optical spectrum
was developed. This laser source was amplified to tens-of-millijoule using a
regenerative and a four-pass amplifier; it was used to generate MC-THz in
magnesiumoxid-doped periodically poled lithium niobate (MgO:PPLN) and
rubidium-doped periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (Rb:PPKTP).
With this laser system, the highest optical-to-THz conversion efficiencies (CE)
of 0.49% with a pulse energy of 30 µJ at 0.29 THz, and 0.89% with a pulse
energy of 45 µJ at 0.53 THz in MgO:PPLN were achieved. These results com-
pare well with 2-dimensional numerical simulations. In addition, Rb:PPKTP,
which has a promising figure-of-merit compared to MgO:PPLN, achieved
a CE of 0.16% with a pulse energy of 3 µJ at 0.5 THz. Next, to scale this
laser system to tens of millijoule MC-THz output, large aperture crystals
for both MgO:PPLN and Rb:PPKTP were investigated using a commercial
laser, producing 200 mJ with a pulse duration of 500 fs at 1030 nm; although
in this case an older method of optical rectification (OR) was used, achiev-
ing less efficiency than the multi-line source. With MgO:PPLN crystals of
aperture size 10×15 mm2, a CE of 0.29% at 0.35 THz was achieved with a
pulse energy of 260 µJ. This is the highest known CE value using OR. In ad-
dition, wafer-stacks with alternating crystal-axis orientation of aperture size
of 1” for LN and 10×10 mm2 for KTP were successfully tested. Two novel
experiments were performed with LN wafers: multi-stage wafer-stacks in
a serial configuration with multi-output THz radiation and back-reflected
seeded MC-THz generation. Both methods improved the efficiency of the
MC-THz generation, compared to a single stack. In particular, for the back-
reflected seeded MC-THz generation, pulse energies of 280 µJ with a CE of
0.29% was achieved; thus demonstrating the potential of seeded MC-THz
generation. These achievements are an important step for the realization of
next-generation, THz-driven electron accelerators.



Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Optisch erzeugte Multi-Cycle-Terahertz-Strahlung (MC-THz) hat das Poten-
zial, konventionelle Elektronenbeschleuniger und damit verbundene For-
schungsgebiete zu revolutionieren. Bisherige Umwandlungseffizienzen von
optischer zu THz-Strahlung sind derzeit zu niedrig, um ausreichend hohe
Feldgradienten zur Beschleunigung von Elektronen auf hohe Energien zu
erreichen.

In dieser Arbeit wurde die MC-THz-Erzeugung durch Differenzfrequenzer-
zeugung (DFG) in Magnesiumoxid-dotiertem, periodisch gepolten Lithium-
niobat (MgO:PPLN) und Rubidium-dotiertem, periodisch gepolten Kalium-
titanylphosphat(Rb:PPKTP) mittels eines Yb-basierten, speziell entwickel-
ten Multilinienlasers untersucht. Dieser Ansatz erweist sich als vielverspre-
chend, denn es konnte eine Steigerung der Konversionseffizienz auf 0,49%
mit einer Pulsenergie von 30 µJ bei 0,29 THz und 0,89% mit einer Pulsenergie
von 45 µJ bei 0,53 THz in MgO:PPLN sowie 0,16% mit einer Pulsenergie von
3 µJ bei 0,5 THz in Rb:PPKTP nachgewiesen werden. Diese Werte stellen die
zum heutigen Stand höchsten je gemessenen Werte dar. Die Ergebnisse sind
in sehr guter Übereinstimmung mit zweidimensionalen numerischen Simu-
lationen. Desweiteren wurden Skalierungsexperimente mit einem kommer-
ziellen Yb-basierten Laser (200 mJ, 500 fs, 50 Hz) durchgeführt. Eine Effizienz
von 0,29% mit Pulsenergien von 260 µJ bei 0,35 THz in MgO:PPLN-Kristallen
mit großer Apertur (10×15 mm2) konnte demonstriert werden, obwohl dabei
eine bekannterweise weniger effiziente THz-Erzeugungsmethode, die opti-
sche Gleichrichtung, benutzt wurde. Dies ist die höchste nachgewiesene Ef-
fizienz basierend auf optischer Gleichrichtung für MC-THz Strahlung. Dar-
über hinaus wurde die periodische Polung des nichtlinearen Mediums auch
über ein Wafer-Konzept erfolgreich realisiert. Dadurch war es möglich KTP-
und LN-Wafer mit Aperturgrößen von 1” und 10×15 mm2 zu verwenden,
um so die Pumpenergie im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen Kristallen hoch zu
skalieren. Dabei wurden zwei Methoden für die effiziente Benutzung des
Pumplasers untersucht: Einerseits wurden Wafer-Stapel hintereinander ge-
reiht und vermessen, andererseits eine Methode zur geseedeten MC-THz-
Erzeugung über einen rückreflektierten THz-Strahl getestet. In beiden Fäl-
len konnte eine erhöhte Effizienz beobachtet werden. Besonders im zweiten
Fall konnte eine Effizienz von 0,29% mit einer Pulsenergie von 280 µJ bei
0,16 THz erreicht werden, dreimal mehr als im Vergleich zum ungeseedeten
Fall. Diese Ergebnisse sind entscheidend für die Realisierung kompakter, auf
THz-Strahlung basierender Elektronenbeschleuniger der nächsten Generati-
on.
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Part I

T H E S I S



1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

"X" was used to indicate an unknown type of radiation discovered by Wil-
helm Röntgen in 1895. As if it was a quirk of fate, these x-rays are used to
investigate a range of unknown chemical, biological and physical structures.
Starting from simple Crookes tubes to today’s complex, large accelerator
facilities; high brilliance x-rays are generated with synchrotrons and free-
electron lasers (FELs). It is currently the most used method to determine the
structure of matter.

Nowadays, FELs, such as the European XFEL, provide high intensity, fem-
tosecond x-ray pulses, enabling the usage of the "diffraction before-destruction"
principle to investigate the ultrafast biochemical processes with atomic res-
olution. These x-rays are generated from highly energetic electrons (tens
of GeV) by passing them through an alternating magnetic module, called
undulator. The state-of-art radio frequency (RF) driven conventional accel-
eration in copper or superconductivity cavities was utilized to reach these
electron energies. However, this technique is limited to field strengths of tens
of MeV/m, due to the field emission from the cavity walls and pulsed mag-
netic heating of the metallic inclusions. Therefore, the acceleration lengths
to reach high energies (for example, 1.7 km by XFEL) result in costly, large
facilities, which unfortunately means limited accessibility for users.

The empirical studies show that these limitations scale with 1/τ1/6, where
τ is the pulse duration of the accelerating field [47]. Thus using terahertz ra-
diation in the 0.1-0.6 GHz region with picosecond pulse duration, instead
of RF (1-3 GHz, S-band frequency) with pulse durations in the millisecond
range, the breakdown field gradients could increase to the GeV/m range,
enabling a large reduction in the size of the accelerator. Besides shortening
the acceleration lengths, higher field gradients would also lower the elec-
tron emittance with reasonable charge values of a few pC, leading to an
x-ray pulse compression in the attosecond range. Therefore, THz accelerator
units enable the next generation of x-ray experiments, namely "probe before
destruction" in the attosecond range. This is crucial for investigating the dy-
namics of biochemical processes before destroying the electronic structure
of the atoms.

The AXSIS (Frontiers in Attosecond X-ray Science: Imaging and Spec-
troscopy) project arose to develop and build a THz-driven compact electron
accelerator [22]. The current goal of this project is to accelerate electrons up
to the ∼ 20 MeV level, which then will generate ∼ 10 keV x-rays by inverse
Compton scattering with a 1 µm laser. These x-rays will then be used to inves-
tigate the dynamics of light reactions, electron transfer, and protein structure
in photosynthesis. One of the main challenges in this project is fulfilling the
terahertz requirements for the accelerator, namely: narrowband, multicycle
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(MC) THz radiation centered at ∼ 0.3 THz with a sub-percent level band-
width and pulse energies of ∼ 20 mJ, with hundreds of picosecond pulse
duration [44]. These MC-THz generation parameters are far beyond the cur-
rent technology.

There are many methods to generate THz (a review is given in [16]).
However, for high field gradient multicycle (MC) THz generation, the most
promising methods revolve around optical laser-driven sources, using peri-
odically poled, second-order nonlinear materials, such as Mg-doped period-
ically poled lithium niobate (MgO:PPLN) [41]. Previously, using a method
of optical rectification (OR), where the MC-THz radiation is generated via
difference-frequency mixing between Fourier components of the same opti-
cal pulse, a conversion efficiency (CE) of 0.13% was achieved [6]. Currently,
the highest CE was achieved using a chirp and delay (C&D) technique,
where a broadband pulse is chirped, divided into two pulses and one pulse
is delayed. If the relative spectral phase of the optical pulses can be tuned, a
maximum CE of 0.24% was reached [21].

The key to all these techniques is difference frequency generation (DFG):
ΩTHz = ω1−ω2, where ΩTHz is the angular THz frequency and ω1,2 are the
closely spaced optical angular frequencies. Based on the Manley-Rowe rela-
tions [30], a maximum CE of 0.1% could be expected, with values based on
the current parameters needed for the AXSIS project (ΩTHz/(2π) = 0.3 THz
and ω1,2/(2π) ∼ 300 THz). However, already with the OR and C&D tech-
niques, parametric cascading effects are active, where optical pump pho-
tons are repeatedly reused in two processes: down conversion (creating THz
photons), as well as, up-conversion (annihilating THz photons). If down-
conversion is preferred, quantum efficiencies of greater than 100% can be
achieved, allowing the Manley-Rowe limit to be surpassed (see Section 2.5).

Another key development in MC-THz generation is the use of the quasi-
phase-matching (QPM) mechanism using periodically poled (PP) crystals.
Because of the large difference in phase velocity between the THz and optical
frequencies, conventional phase matching techniques produce very short co-
herence lengths. QPM provides phase matching over the length of the crystal;
thus greatly increasing the interaction length (see Section 2.2). In this work,
two periodically poled crystals are investigated: MgO:PPLN and rubidium-
doped periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (Rb:PPKTP). The crit-
ical material properties of these nonlinear materials are compared in Sec-
tion 2.7; included in this comparison are figure-of-merit values for THz gen-
eration.

Recently, in numerical simulations, conversion efficiencies (CE) around
the 1% level were predicted using an optical pump pulse consisting of two
spectral lines (around 1 µm) separated by the THz frequency [42]. Thus, in
this work, a pump laser with a spectrum of two spectral lines will be de-
veloped (Chapter 4), achieving 20 mJ with a two-line spectrum around 1 µm.
Thereafter, in Chapter 5, high CE will be experimentally researched using
the nonlinear materials: MgO:PPLN and Rb:PPKTP.
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Although new world records in CE were experimentally achieved (0.49%
at 0.3 THz and 0.89% at 0.53 THz) with this new laser system using MgO:PPLN
(see Chapter 5), the final MC-THz energy still needs to be scale to 20 mJ,
required by the AXSIS project. Therefore, the input laser energy must be
increased, as well as the size of the aperture of the crystals. Currently, the
largest commercially available crystal aperture for MgO:PPLN is 4×4 mm2.
In special development and collaboration with the group of Prof. Kärtner,
the group of Prof. Taira have made MgO:PPLN crystals with an aperture
size of 10×15 mm2 [19]. These crystals were tested using a commercial laser
with 200 mJ of pulse energy, 500 fs at 1030 nm using OR as the THz conver-
sion mechanism (Chapter 6). Although OR has a lower CE compared to the
new results, the larger pump energies are required to test the larger aper-
tures. Additionally, larger MC-THz energies produced by this laser system
can now be used to drive the next generation of THz-based electron accelera-
tors, while improvements to the CE of the MC-THz generation can continue
in parallel.

The production method to created PPLN or PPKTP from single crystals
has limitations both in the aperture size and the poling thickness. Note: The
largest known PPLN crystals are produced by the group of Prof. Taira, de-
scribed above. Therefore, to further increase the aperture size of single crys-
tal wafers are stacked with the c-axis alternatively reversed. Each wafer has
an anti-reflective coating at 1030 nm. Therefore, in Chapter 7, large wafers of
LN and KTP were investigated as an alternative approach to the normally
produced periodically poled crystals.

Finally, with the LN wafers, two novel experiments were carried out: multi-
stage wafer-stacks in a serial configuration (Chapter 7, Section 7.2.1), and
back-reflected seeded MC-THz generation (Chapter 7, Section 7.2.2). Both
methods improve the efficiency of the MC-THz generation, compared to a
single stack. In the case of the serial configuration, the results compare well
with numerical simulations [42]. However, the results of the back-reflected
seeded MC-THz generation are very promising. It is shown that the seeded
MC-THz generation can increase the efficiency by three times compared to
the non-seeded case.

In Chapter 8, the main results are summarized and discussed. Addition-
ally, a roadmap is presented describing how to reach the THz requirements
of the AXSIS project, including new methods to increase the CE of the MC-
THz generation further.



2
T H E O RY A N D C R I T I C A L M AT E R I A L P R O P E RT I E S

2.1 nonlinear optics

Shortly after the demonstration of the laser in 1960 using a ruby crystal [28],
the first, nonlinear light-matter interaction (second harmonic generation)
was observed in 1961 in a quartz crystal [11]. The efficiency was in the range
of 10

−12 due to the lack of phase-matching, which would increase the effi-
ciency.

Physically, when an external oscillating electric field is applied to a mate-
rial, the material becomes polarized, given by

P(ω) = ε0χ(1)(ω)E(ω) (2.1)

where χ(1) is the linear optical susceptibility and ε0 is the permittivity of free
space. The linear susceptibility defines the refractive index of the material as
follows χ(1) = n2 − 1, which is responsible for the effects such as dispersion.

After the lasers was discovered, which provide sufficient intense light to
modify the matter in a nonlinear manner, the expression in Eq. (2.1) must be
modified as

P = ε0
(
χ(1)E + χ(2)E2 + χ(3)E3 + ...

)
(2.2)

where χ(2) and χ(3) are second and third order nonlinear susceptibilities and
for simplicity are represented at scalar quantities.

2.1.1 Second order nonlinear processes

When a material has noncentrosymmetry, second order nonlinear effects can
occur. By putting the electric field E(t) = E1e−iω1t + E2e−iω2t + c.c. into the
equation

P = ε0χ(2)E2, (2.3)

the polarization becomes

P(2)(t) = ε0χ(2)
[

E2
1e−2iω1t + E2

2e−2iω2t + 2E1E2e−i(ω1+ω2)t+

2E1E∗2 e−i(ω1−ω2)t + c · c·] + 2ε0χ(2) [E1E∗1 + E2E∗2 ] .
(2.4)
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Each term in Eq. (2.4) describes a different 2
nd-order nonlinear effect, which

can be rewritten as:

P (2ω1) = ε0χ(2)E2
1 (SHG)

P (2ω2) = ε0χ(2)E2
2 (SHG)

P (ω1 + ω2) = 2ε0χ(2)E1E2 (SFG)

P (ω1 −ω2) = 2ε0χ(2)E1E∗2 (DFG)

P(0) = 2ε0χ(2) (E1E∗1 + E2E∗2) (OR)

(2.5)

The terms in Eq. (2.5) describe second harmonic generation (SHG), sum fre-
quency generation (SFG), difference frequency generation (DFG) or optical
parametric amplification (OPA), and optical rectification (OR), respectively.

2.1.1.1 Second order tensor components

For simplicity in Section 2.1.1, χ(2) was written as a scalar, but should be
considered as a third rank tensor χ

(2)
ijk , which has 27 elements (for more

details see Ref. [5]). Generally, this tensor can be contracted by introducing a
contracted matrix dij, written as

 P(2)
x

P(2)
y

P(2)
z

 = 2ε0

 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16

d21 d22 d23 d24 d25 d26

d31 d32 d33 d34 d35 d36





|Ex|2∣∣Ey
∣∣2

|Ez|2

EyE∗z + E∗y Ez

ExE∗z + E∗x Ez

ExE∗y + E∗x Ey


. (2.6)

2.1.2 Third order nonlinear processes

Third-order effects, described by a tensor of rank 4 (χ(3)
ijkl), include four-wave

mixing, and high-intensity effects, such as the nonlinear refractive index
(n = n0 + n2 I). This produces self-focusing and self-phase modulation at
high intensities in the spatial and temporal domains, respectively (for more
details see Ref. [5]).

2.2 phase matching second order nonlinear processes

For effective energy conversion, using the nonlinear processes listed in Eq. (2.5),
two conditions are required: energy and momentum conservation. For exam-
ple, the second order DFG process, illustrated in Fig. 2.1, must satisfy energy
conservation:

h̄ω3 = h̄ω1 − h̄ω2, (2.7)
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where ω1,2,3 the angular frequencies of the three waves. Momentum con-

Figure 2.1: Difference frequency generation: a) Two waves (ω1,2) interact in a χ(2)

material and generate a new wave at ω3, where b) the energy conserva-
tion (ω3 = ω1 −ω2) must be fulfilled.

version must be fulfilled also, which is generally called the phase-matching
condition:

k3 = k1 − k2, (2.8)

where k1,2,3 = n(ω1,2,3)ω1,2,3/c0 are the wave vectors, with n the refractive
index and c0 the speed of light in vacuum. If this condition is fulfilled, perfect
phase-matching (∆k = k1− k2− k3 = 0) is achieved. However, it is often diffi-
cult to achieve, due to the differences in the frequency-dependent refractive
indices. Different tricks can be played to fulfilled the phase matching condi-
tion, such as temperature-controlled phase-matching by tuning the temperature
of the nonlinear crystal; and angle phase-matching by tuning the angle depen-
dence of the refractive index of the nonlinear crystals (for more details see
Ref. [5]).

Another approach is the quasi-phase matching (QPM), in which the sign of
nonlinear optical coefficient is alternated along the propagation direction of
waves. The periodically poling of the nonlinear coefficient acts as a wave vec-
tor (kΛ), which can compensate the wave vector mismatch (∆k), an example
is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2: An example of quasi-phase matching (QPM) in a periodically poled non-
linear χ(2)-material with a poling period of Λ for the case of DFG: a)
forward-direction and b) backward-direction phase matched.

Fig. 2.2 illustrates QPM for DFG generation. In the case of THz generation,
k3 = kTHz is very small compared to the wave vectors k1,2. Therefore, in the
case of THz generation, it is often possible to phase-match both the forward
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and backward propagating wave vector k3. Thus, QPM phase matching (∆k)
in the forward direction is given by

∆k = k2 + k3 − k1 − kΛ, (2.9)

where kΛ = 2π/Λ, with Λ the poling period of the crystal (Fig. 2.2).

2.3 thz generation

Terahertz (THz) radiation roughly covers the spectral range from 0.1 THz
to 30 THz. An extensive review of THz generation methods can be found
elsewhere [16]; such methods include photoconductive antenna, air-plasma
generation, undulator-based generation, and various methods using nonlin-
ear crystals such as OR and DFG (see Eq. (2.5)).

2.3.1 Optical Rectification (OR)

In optical rectification, THz radiation is generated in a nonlinear medium via
difference-frequency mixing between Fourier components of the same opti-
cal pulse. In single χ(2) crystals, phase mismatch limits the effective length
of the crystal and therefore produces limited conversion efficiency. In or-
der to improve the efficiency of the conversion by increasing the interaction
length between the THz and optical waves, QPM in nonlinear materials can
be utilized.

In the case of QPM, the phase mismatch ∆k for the THz generation in
forward direction (Fig. 2.2) is given by

∆k = k(Ω) + k(ω)− k(ω + Ω)− 2π

Λ
, (2.10)

where Λ is the poling period of the QPM-crystal, ω is the angular frequency
of the optical pulse and Ω is the angular frequency of the THz. Especially
for THz, using the fact that Ω << ω, the Eq. (2.10) can approximated by

∆k ≈ Ω
c0

(
nTHz − ngr

o
)
− 2π

Λ
, (2.11)

where nTHz is the refractive index at THz frequencies and ngr
o is the optical

group velocity refractive index. Thus, the center frequency of the THz is
given by

Ω0 =
2πc0

Λ∆n
, (2.12)

where

∆n = nTHz − ngr
o (2.13)
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is the index mismatch. By differentiating Eq. (2.11), we get d(∆k)
dΩ = ∆n/c0 and

the phase-matching acceptance bandwidth based on the condition ∆kL/2 =

π with crystal length L is

∆Ωaccept =
c0

∆n
∆kaccept =

2πc0

L∆n
. (2.14)

Combination of Eq. (2.12) and Eq. (2.14), determines the relative phase match-
ing acceptance

∆Ωaccept

Ω0
=

1
N

, (2.15)

where N is the number of periods over a crystal length L.
Note: In the absence of QPM, the interaction between the optical and THz

waves is limited to the coherence length

lc = πc/Ω∆n. (2.16)

Here, the length of the polarized domain (Λ/2) contributes to one half-
wave of the THz pulse; thus the THz wave packet has as many oscillation
cycles as the number of QPM periods over the length of the crystal [26], as
illustrated in Fig. 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Schematic drawing of narrowband MC-THz generation. The optical
pulse generates a half-wave of the THz in each domain (Λ/2) of the
periodically poled crystal.

The the conversion efficiency (CE) was derived for the case of plane waves
[40]. In this analytical derivation, THz absorption, pump depletion, cascad-
ing effects and third order nonlinear effects are neglected. Thus optical-to-
THz fluence efficiency ηTHz = FTHz/Fo for OR was derived [40]

ηTHz = g1
2Ω2

0d2
effL

ε0c2
0nTHzn2

o∆n
Fo, (2.17)
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where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, no is the optical refractive index, nTHz

is the THz refractive index, deff = χ(2)/2 is the effective nonlinear coefficient,
and

g1 = exp
(
− (τΩ0/2)2

)
, (2.18)

the reduction factor, where τ is the pulse duration of the optical laser pulse.
In OR, g1 reflects the fact that the optical bandwidth must be larger than the
THz frequency. If, τΩ0 < 1, thus g1 ≈ 1 and the conversion efficiency (CE)
does not depend on pulse duration. Finally, for OR, the value of deff is de-
rived from the electro-optic coefficient, using the relation dij = −rijn4

o/4 [50].
In this thesis, for potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) and lithium niobate
(LN) crystals, where the polarization of the optical and THz waves are
aligned along the optical z-axis, the coefficient r33 is used (see Table 2.1).
In the analytical expression, Eq. (2.17), the value of deff = (2/π)d33 [40].

2.3.2 Difference Frequency Generation (DFG)

The optical-to-THz conversion efficiency can be improved by using DFG
(Ω0 = ω3 = ω1 − ω2) with longer picosecond pulses, such that Ω0τ > 2π

[41]. Here, it is assumed that the optical pulses (ω1, ω2) are Gaussian with
equal pulse duration τ. The temporal walk-off length between the optical
and THz pulses can be introduced

lw =

√
πc0τ

∆n
. (2.19)

In the absence of the THz absorption, pump depletion, third order nonlin-
ear effects and cascade effects, the optical-to-THz conversion efficiency (CE)
can be approximated for two cases [40]:

• In the limit of long pulses, lw >> L, the CE is given by

ηTHz =
2Ω2

0d2
effL

2

ε0c3
0nTHzn2

o

Io√
2

(2.20)

where Io is the intensity of the optical pulse. Note, the CE depends on
the intensity of the optical pulse and the length squared.

• In the limit of short pulses, lw << L, the CE is given by

ηTHz = g2
2Ω2

0d2
effL

ε0c2
0nTHzn2

o∆n
Fo, (2.21)

where

g2(lw/L) =
1
π

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

(
−(lw/L)2µ2/π

)
sinc2(µ)dµ, (2.22)
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is the reduction factor. Note: the CE depends only on the fluence, as in
the case of OR (see Eq. (2.17)). Provided the same optical fluence, Fo,
in both cases (DGF ps-pulses and OR fs-pulses), the same CE can be
achieved (compare Eq. (2.17) and Eq. (2.21)).

In Chapter 5, long optical pulses are used (lw >> L) and according to
Eq. (2.20), the CE is proportional to the intensity of the optical pulse, which
is typical for χ2 processes. It might be expected to improve the CE by de-
creasing the pulse duration, which in turn increases the intensity; however,
below a certain pulse duration, the long pulse duration assumption might
not be valid. This can be explained by the correlation between the pulse dura-
tion and temporal walk-off length (Eq. (2.19)). Reducing the pulse duration
decreases the temporal walk-off length in which the optical and THz can
interact coherently. Additionally, in this case, efficiency scales as L2, similar
to standard SHG.

2.3.3 Chirp and Delay Technique

Another possibility to increase the efficiency of narrowband MC-THz gener-
ation is using the so-called chirp and delay mechanism [35]. This approach
was first used to generate narrowband MC-THz from photoconducting an-
tennas [43]. Recently, using this technique for optical DFG in cryogenically
cooled PPLN, efficiencies of ∼0.1% were demonstrated [2], which could be
increased up to 0.24% by tuning the relative spectral phase of the optical
pulses [21].

In this method, a broadband pulse is chirped, divided into two pulses,
and one of the pulses is delayed. Fig. 2.4 illustrates, in a Wigner distribution,
the two pulses for two cases: the first case (a) has a purely linear chirp and
the second case (b) has the more realistic chirp with 3rd order dispersion
included. The highest efficiency can be achieved in case (a). However, in a
more realistic situation, the phase of the pulses has to be compensated for
increasing the efficiency, as was attempted in Ref. [21].

2.4 thz absorption and effective crystal length

So far, in the simple wave analysis, the absorption of the THz in the crystal
is neglected, and the CE grows with crystal length (Eq. (2.17) and Eq. (2.21))
and with crystal length squared (Eq. (2.20)). However, in reality, the absorp-
tion limits the MC-THz generation. This is the reason why the PPLN must
be cooled down cryogenically to reduce the THz absorption.

Wang et al. [42] introduced two critical length parameters for the opti-
mization of the MC-THz generation. In order to define these lengths, δ is
introduced: δ = ∆n/(c0τ). The two critical lengths, with αTHz the THz ab-
sorption coefficient, are now defined as follows:
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Figure 2.4: Chirp and delay mechanism demonstrated in a Wigner distribution (y-
axis - frequency, x-axis - time domain): a) ideal two pulses, which are
purely linearly chirped; at a certain delay the required frequency dif-
ference is achieved. b) Two pulses having higher-order dispersion (3rd
order and higher); for a given time delay, the pulses have partly the right
frequency difference.

• For short pump pulses, δ
αTHz
� 1,

L0 =
tan−1(δ/αTHz)

δ
. (2.23)

• For long pump pulses, δ
αTHz
� 1

L0 =
2 ln(2)
αTHz

, (2.24)

Leff =
2

αTHz
ln
(

2
1−
√

1− e−1

)
. (2.25)

The length parameter L0 is where the efficiency increase is most rapid and
Leff is where the efficiency reaches a plateau. For example, in the long pulse
limit, for a THz pulse centered at 0.3 THz in a cryogenically cooled lithium
niobate with αTHz ≈ 1.4 cm−1: L0 ≈ 1 cm and Leff ≈ 3.3 cm.

2.5 manley-rowe relation and parametric cascading effects

Manley-Rowe relations are a set of relations for a lossless material, which
conserve photon quantities within three-wave mixing. Thus using DFG, the
quantum efficiency of the process limits the maximum optical-to-THz con-
version efficiency by the Manley-Rowe relations [30]:

ηTHz(max.) =
ΩTHz

ωo
. (2.26)
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As an example, the maximum conversion efficiency of an optical pulse at
1 µm to 0.3 THz is ηTHz = 10−3.

The limit set by the Manley-Rowe relations can be broken in MC-THz
generation through a process called cascaded parametric generation [35, 36,
42]. Essentially, a pump photon can be reused to produce a phase-matched
THz-photon in a repeated down-conversion process, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
Up-conversion consuming a THz-photon is also possible (Fig. 2.5). These pro-
cesses broaden the bandwidth of the pump pulse until it is stopped when the
corresponding frequencies are not phased-matched. Thus, the Manley-Rowe
conversion limit is surpassed.

& 

w1 w1 w2 w2 WTHz WTHz w3 w3 w-1 w-1 

w-1 = w1 + WTHz w-1 = w1 + WTHz 

w1 w1 w2 w2 WTHz WTHz w3 w3 

w3 = w2 – WTHz w3 = w2 – WTHz 

w1 w1 w2 w2 WTHz WTHz w3 w3 w4 w4 wN wN 

WTHz = wi – wi+1 WTHz = wi – wi+1 

… 

… 

wN-1 wN-1 w-1 w-1 w-1 w-1 w-2 w-2 w-N w-N 

wi = wi+1 + WTHz wi = wi+1 + WTHz 

& 

w1 w1 

… 

w2 w2 WTHz WTHz w3 w3 w4 w4 wN wN wN-1 wN-1 

w1 w1 

WTHz WTHz 

w2 w2 WTHz WTHz 

Figure 2.5: Cascading optical-THz interactions: the first row shows the single DFG
process for the generation of a single THz photon. Thereafter, both down-
conversion (left) and up-conversion (right) are possible. The generated
THz can interact back with the optical beam and broaden the optical
spectrum.

Now, the cascaded process, ultimately limited by phase-matching condi-
tion, can be remedied by re-phasing the optical and/or THz pulse [42], or
by varying the PPLN period along the crystal length [36].

It would appear that the possibility of up-conversion and down-conversion
are symmetric (Fig. 2.5); however the dispersion properties of the material
breaks this symmetry and prefers down-conversion [33]. As an example, the
phase mismatch (Eq. (2.10)) as a function of detuning the seed frequency in
lithium niobate is shown in Fig. 2.6. Additionally, the preference for down-
conversion can be further manipulated by careful choice of optical pump
phase and spectral distribution, as well as, phase matching manipulation
through aperiodic poling (see Ref. [32] and references therein).
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Figure 2.6: The phase-mismatch as a function of detuning the signal frequency for
lithium niobate (LN) is plotted (taken from Ref. [33]).

2.6 numerical simulations of mc-thz generation using a spec-
tral two-line optical laser source

Quasi-3-dimensional (2-dimensional with cylindrical symmetry) numerical
simulations for MC-THz generation at 0.3 THz were carried out on period-
ically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) using a two-spectral-line pump source
[42]. Both spectral lines had equal magnitude centered at 1 µm and the sim-
ulations were carried out with parameters close to liquid nitrogen. THz
absorption, 3rd order nonlinear effects, pump depletion, and cascading ef-
fects are all included. Additionally, self-focusing and diffraction effects are
included because spatial effects with cylindrical symmetry are also simu-
lated. As a result, the simulated pump source is close to the constructed
laser source described in Chapter 4 with one important difference; the sim-
ulations used a spatial flat-top (super-Gaussian with m = 5) compared to
the Gaussian shape of the experimental pump pulse. Thus the expected effi-
ciencies should be higher than the experiment. Finally, except for the spatial
profile of the pump pulse, the results of the simulation can be compared to
the experimental results given in Chapters 5 and 7.

In addition to simulating a single stage PPLN, simulations were performed
also on a multi-stage PPLN in series [42], illustrated in Fig. 2.7. The main re-

Figure 2.7: Simulation of a multi-stage PPLN crystals in a serial arrangement. The
pump is a two-line optical laser source and the quartz couplers (QC) are
utilized to separate the optical and the THz beam (taken from Ref. [42]).

sults of the numerical simulations for four stages are depicted in Fig. 2.8.
Two cases are considered: in the first case (Fig. 2.8(a)), the optical beam is
directly injected into each stage in series without any pump phase (disper-
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sion) manipulation; in the second case (Fig. 2.8(b)), after the first stage, the
pump pulse is phase (dispersion) compensated after each stage to maximise
the efficiency in the next stage (see details in [42]).

Figure 2.8: Output THz conversion efficiency as a function of crystal distance for
a four stage PPLN arrangement (Fig. 2.7): output stage 1 (blue), output
stage 2 (red), output stage 3 (yellow), output stage 4 (purple). a) Without
dispersion compensation, b) with dispersion compensation, see text for
details (taken from Ref. [42]).

As shown in Fig. 2.8(a), the maximum efficiency of 1.05% is reached after
the first stage. The optimal crystal length and the efficiency decrease in the
next stages with increasing stage number. The reason for this reduction in
the efficiency is due to the change of the spectral phase caused by SPM and
cascading effects. By compensating these nonlinear effects after each stage,
the interaction length and efficiencies can be increased (Fig. 2.8(b)).

2.7 comparison of material properties of nonlinear crystals

In this thesis, the MC-THz generation will be investigated with two nonlin-
ear optical materials: lithium niobate (LN) and Potassium titanyl phosphate
(KTP). In order to compare the crystals for MC-THz generation, three figure-
of-merits (FOM) were introduced by Vodopyanov [41]. They are defined for
the following cases:

• The long optical pump pulse case

FOM1 =
d2

eff
n2

oαTHz
, (2.27)

• The short optical pump pulse case

FOM2 =
d2

eff
n2

o∆n
, (2.28)

• Kerr-limited interactions

FOM3 =
λod2

eff
n2

onTHzαTHzn2
. (2.29)
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A summary of the main optical properties of these crystals are summarized
in Table 2.1, together with FOM values and effective crystal lengths defined
in Section 2.4.

Table 2.1: Comparison between the optical crystal parameters of KTP and LN (∗ at
CT). The notation is defined in the text of this chapter. FOM – figure-of-
merit – is defined in Section 2.7 and are normalized to the crystal LN.
The absorption coefficients (αTHz) are measured using a commercial THz
time-domain spectrometer at CT (see Section A.2).

Parameter KTP LN

crystal type biaxial uniaxial
λo [nm] 1030 1030

no(ωo) 1.83
∗ [24] 2.16

∗ [51]
ngr

o (ωo) 1.87 2.21

∆n (Eq. (2.13)) 1.9 2.68

nTHz(Ω0) 3.78
∗ [29] 4.9∗ [46]

r33 [pm/V] 36.3 [4] 28 [9]
d33 [pm/V] 101.7 152.4
αTHz [cm−1] 0.25

∗
1.4∗

FOM1 3.47 1

FOM2 0.88 1

FOM3 2.4 1

Egap [eV] 3.52 [49] 4

n2 [×10−19 m2/W] 2.3 [1] 1.25 [7]



3
C H I R P A N D D E L AY W I T H N A R R O W B A N D P U L S E S

Even though optical rectification with compressed pulses in lithium niobate
is the most commonly used method for optical THz generation, it has two
main limitations: intensity-related damage of the crystal and temporal walk-
off between optical and THz beams. The latter is more critical for the nar-
rowband, multicycle MC-THz than in SC-THz generation.

Numerical simulations show that using an optical pulse sequence instead
of a single compressed pulse could be a game-changer in narrowband MC-
THz generation [35, 42]. This method enables high conversion efficiencies
up to a few percent, which targets both aforementioned limitations, namely
by lowering the peak intensity by stretching the optical pulses and having
optical and THz radiation in phase over a longer interaction length, enabling
buildup of the THz coherently. One of the possibilities to create a pulse se-
quence is the so-called chirp and delay (C&D) approach, in which two repli-
cas of a linearly chirp pulse are generated, delayed relative to each other, and
recombined again [43]. The frequency difference between the two pulses can
be set exactly to the THz frequency by choosing the right delay between
the two replicas. Conversion efficiencies of up to 0.24% have been demon-
strated previously using this technique [21], which are presently the high-
est yet to be achieved. However, these experiments were performed with a
joule-class, broadband Ti:sapphire laser, which is a drawback when the repe-
tition rate should be increased as needed in the AXSIS project. In the future,
the AXSIS-project should operate at a kilohertz repetition rate. Presently,
joule-class Ti:sapphire lasers cannot operate at kHz repetition rate, which
is instead possible using narrowband Yb-based lasers [3]. Only such a laser
source with high energy and repetition rate the predicted several percent of
optical-to-THz efficiencies [35] could reach the MC-THz requirements of the
AXSIS-project. Therefore, the C&D concept is tested for the first time using
a narrowband Yb-based laser source.

In this chapter, the THz generation by the C&D technique using a narrow-
band, home-built, cryogenically cooled Yb:YLF laser is investigated. PPLN-
crystals phase-matched for 0.3 and 0.5 THz were utilized.

3.1 experimental setup

The laser system was a home-built laser, which consists of three parts: a
fiber-based front-end [18], a cryogenically cooled Yb:YLF regenerative ampli-
fier [15] and a cryogenically cooled Yb:YLF four-pass amplifier. The system
provided pulses centered at 1020 nm with a bandwidth of 2.2 nm (Fig. 3.1)
and pulse energies of up to 50 mJ at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. This laser
is still in development; the pulse energy and repetition will be further in-
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creased. Recently, the repetition rate was successfully increased to 3.5 kHz
with a pulse energy of 20 mJ [8].

For these experiments shown in this chapter, the output of the laser was
taken before the grating-compressor and sent to the experimental setup
shown in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Chirp and Delay experimental setup for narrowband MC-THz genera-
tion.

The laser pulse energy can be adjusted using a half-wave plate (HWP)
and a thin-film polarizer (TFP). The HWP was mounted in a motorized ro-
tation stage, which enables automatized energy scans. First, the laser beam
was split into two arms using another HWP and TFP. The second HWP
can be used to adjust the ratio between both arms. The MC-THz generation
was most efficient when the ratio between the two pulses was equal. The
transmitted arm is p-polarized, which was converted to s-polarized using
another HWP. It is important to note that the mechanism behind the phase
matching was the type-0 quasi-phase-matching (QPM), which means that
both pump photons must have the same polarization. The transmitted arm
was delayed using a translation stage, and then both arms were recombined
using a non-polarizing 50:50 beam splitter (BS). The motorized translation
enables automatized delay scans, which measures the delay-dependent THz
yield for a given laser pulse energy. After recombining in a non-polarizing
BS, there were two outputs with the same power: one of them was used to
monitor the shot-to-shot laser energy by a photodiode, and the other one
was demagnified by a telescope and sent into the PPLN crystal.

Two off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirrors were utilized to detect the MC-THz
signal: the first OAP mirror had a 3 mm hole in the middle, which was used
to separate the laser and the THz beam, given the fact that the THz has a
stronger divergence due to its thousandfold bigger wavelength. The trans-
mitted laser beam was monitored by a home-built spectrometer to observe
the spectral changes due to the MC-THz generation and annihilation.
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3.2 delay and fluence dependent mc-thz generation

Before starting the delay scans, the delay stage was first aligned, ensuring
that both arms were spatially overlapping throughout the travel range of the
translation stage (150 mm). The spatial overlap was tested with the spatial
fringes at the crystal position given the fact that provided temporal overlap;
the spatial fringes appear only when both beams overlap at an angle, so
complete constructive or destructive interference was accomplished. After
aligning the translation stage, the maximum temporal overlap (∆t0) position
on the stage was determined, which is when optical paths in both arms are
the same. To determine ∆t0, the position-dependent spectra of the combined
beam were observed.

Analogical to the spatial domain, the fringes appear in the spectral domain
when both beams have a temporal delay relative to each other. An example of
such a measurement is shown in Fig. 3.2a, the fringe density grows with the
increasing delay between the two pulses. In Fig. 3.2b, Fourier transforms of
each spectrum from different stage positions, i.e. relative delays, are shown.
As expected, the side peaks separate more with increasing delay between
the pulses. The zero temporal overlap position (∆t0) of the pulses (∆t0 ≈

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: a) Optical spectra measured by the home-built spectrometer after re-
combination of two beams for different delays (Stage pos.) and b) their
Fourier transform.)

142.5 mm) is determined, where the side peaks in Fig. 3.2b converge to main
peak in the middle.

After determining the ∆t0 position, the first MC-THz generation experi-
ments were performed at room temperature (RT) in a 5% MgO doped PPLN
with dimensions 4×4×40 mm3. Its poling periodicity was 400 µm, which
is phase-matched for ∼0.3 THz. Firstly, in order to determine the optimal
delay between two pulses, where the frequency separation is equal to the
phase-matched frequency of the crystal, a delay scan has been performed.
Before starting the scan, the delay was set approximately to the theoreti-
cal excepted value, which can be calculated based on the chirp rate from
the fiber stretcher in front-end of the laser system and the expected phase-
matching frequency. Once the MC-THz signal was detected, automatized
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pulse energy-dependent delay scans were performed. The input laser energy
was set using the rotation stage and measured in front of the crystal with
a calibrated powermeter, which was then kept the same during the delay
scan. The MC-THz signals and the laser spectra were automatically read out
by the oscilloscope (Tektronix) and the spectrometer simultaneously. The re-
sults of these delay scans for different input energies are plotted in Fig. 3.3a.
The x- and y-axis show the delay between pulses and generated internal
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Figure 3.3: Delay-dependent a) MC-THz yield and b) corresponding conversion effi-
ciencies for different input energies in 5% MgO:PPLN with poling period
400 µm at RT.

THz energy, respectively. Different colors indicate different input energies.
The internal MC-THz energy was computed by considering the MC-THz
losses (see Tab. 3.1) and its Fresnel’s losses by transmission from crystal to
air (44.4%).

Table 3.1: MC-THz losses in different materials at 300 & 500 GHz.

Frequency (GHz) Teflon(%) Vacuum window (%) Polyethylene(%)

300 8 35 34

500 6 46 43

After considering geometrical (∼40%) and Fresenel losses (13.3%) of the
laser beam, the internal optical-to-THz conversion efficiencies were calcu-
lated depending on the laser peak fluence (see Fig. 3.3b). The maximum in-
ternal MC-THz energy of 0.14 µJ was obtained at a relative delay of ∼372 ps,
which corresponds to an internal efficiency of 1.6× 10−5% at the maximum
peak fluence of 92 mJ/cm2.

The same experiment was repeated under the same conditions after the
cryogenically cooling of the crystal with liquid nitrogen. Results for both
internal MC-THz yields and efficiencies are plotted in Figs. 3.4a & 3.4b. As
can be seen, the optimal relative delay is shifted to∼405 ps. This is because of
the change of the phase matched frequency, which is related to temperature-
dependent refractive indices. Cooling down the crystal increased the THz
yield up to 3.7 µJ level, which corresponds to an internal efficiency of 0.037%
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Figure 3.4: Delay-dependent a) THz yield and b) corresponding conversion effi-
ciencies for different input energies in MgO:PPLN with poling period
400 µm (cryogenically cooled with liquid nitrogen).

at a maximum laser peak fluence of 96 mJ/cm2. The second peak in delay-
dependent MC-THz yield can be understood with the help of the spectral
profile of lasers (see Fig. 3.1). In a linearly chirp pulse, the frequency (wave-
length) and the time can be replaced; in other words, different colors come
in at different times. Hence, the temporal profile has two peaks, which show
up in the intensity-dependent MC-THz generation process.

Simultaneously, with the delay-dependent MC-THz yields, the spectra
were captured by a home-built spectrometer after the interaction. This spec-
trometer is cross-calibrated with an optical spectral analyzer. In order to
retrace MC-THz dependent energy transfer in the spectral domain of the op-
tical pulse, the reference spectrum, which was measured before the MC-THz
generation, is subtracted from each delay-dependent spectrum and normal-
ized. This means the energy is transferred from negative to positive parts
of the spectra. A red or blue shift in the spectrum indicates the MC-THz
generation or annihilation, respectively. The delay dependent, reference sub-
tracted, normalized spectra are depicted in Fig. 3.5a and Fig. 3.5b for the
same input energy of 19 mJ at RT and cryogenically cooled, respectively. The
y- and x-axis show the relative delay between optical pulses and wavelength,
respectively.

In both Fig. 3.5a,Fig. 3.5b, oblique lines are visible indicating that differ-
ent parts of the spectra were contributing to the MC-THz generation for
different relative delays, which is an indicator of a nonlinear chirp in the
optical pulses. According to the MC-THz results, the spectral broadening
is strongest when the MC-THz yield is maximized. At cryogenic tempera-
tures, a clear cascaded usage of optical photons is visible in both directions,
whereas at RT, no cascading effects are visible. The lines are narrower at cryo-
genically cooled temperatures compared to RT, which is related to the length-
dependent phase-matching bandwidth. Indicating that the crystal length is
effectively shorter for the MC-THz at RT; in other words, only the MC-THz
generated in the last part of the crystal is not completely absorb.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Delay dependent spectral behaviour in MgO:PPLN with poling period
400 µm with a input energy of 19 mJ a) at RT and b) cryogenically cooled
with liquid nitrogen.

The next round of scans was performed using another crystal with the
same dimensions: 4×4×40 mm3. However, with a different poling period of
212 µm. This crystal is phase-matched for ∼0.5 THz. Therefore, the required
wavelength separation, as well as the required relative delay, are larger than
in the previous case. The first scan was performed at RT where the fluence
was increased up to 17 mJ and the MC-THz signal remained at noise levels.
As shown in Fig. 3.6a a small indication of energy transfer is visible, which
suggest that for MC-THz generation crystal absorption dominates.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Delay dependent spectral behaviour in MgO:PPLN with poling period
212 µm with a input energy of 17 mJ a) at RT and b) cryogenically cooled
with liquid nitrogen.

After cryogenically cooling the crystal, the MC-THz signal increased to
1.7 µJ, corresponding an internal efficiency of 0.02% (Fig. 3.7a) at a peak
fluence of 88 mJ/cm2 (Fig. 3.7b). The required relative delay between the
two optical pulses increased to 760 ps, meaning that only roughly 20% of
the pulses overlapped. The delay-dependent, reference spectrum subtracted
spectral evolution is shown in Fig. 3.6b. As in the previous scans at cryogenic
temperatures, spectral cascading is present.
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Figure 3.7: Delay dependent a) THz yield and b) corresponding conversion effi-
ciencies for different input energies in MgO:PPLN with poling period
212 µm (cryogenically cooled with liquid nitrogen).

3.3 discussion of results

The results of both measurements at cryogenic temperatures are summa-
rized at optimal relative delays (see Fig. 3.8a and Fig. 3.8b) for 400 µm and
212 µm poling periods, respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Internal efficiency as a function of laser peak fluence in 5% MgO:PPLN
with the poling period of a) 400 µm and b) 212 µm.

In both cases, the laser peak fluence was increased up to ∼100 mJ/cm2.
Although there is no clear indication of saturation in the efficiency curves,
the spectral measurements show clearly for a given relative delay that only
small fraction of spectral components of the pulses contribute to MC-THz
generation, which is due to the residual nonlinear chirp in the optical pulses.
In order to increase efficiency further for the same laser peak fluences, either
the nonlinear chirp must be compensated before sending them into the crys-
tal, or as demonstrated by Spencer et al. before [21], the spectral phase of one
of the pulses must be adjusted so that more spectral parts could contribute
to the MC-THz generation.

However, this approach’s biggest drawback for narrowband optical pulses
is the lack of temporal overlap between the two interacting pulses. As the
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delay scans have shown, the required optimal relative delays were around
405 ps and 760 ps for the poling periods of 400 µm and 212 µm, respectively,
which is equal to a relative shift compared to the pulse duration of around
45% and 75%, respectively. In addition, the temporal profile is varying, which
reduces efficiency as well. The highest part of the temporal profile con-
tributes to the MC-THz generation only in a limited manner due to the delay-
ing process, which risks damaging the crystal. Considering the low damage
threshold of the lithium niobate at cryogenic temperatures, and generally
low efficiencies of the optical MC-THz generation process, this method is
not suitable for the AXSIS project.

Therefore, it was decided to build a laser specifically developed for effi-
cient MC-THz generation (see Chapter 4) instead of trying to optimize the
C&D process.



4
M U LT I - L I N E L A S E R S O U R C E F O R E F F I C I E N T
N A R R O W- B A N D M U LT I - C Y C L E ( M C ) T H Z G E N E R AT I O N

To date, the optical DFG is one of the most promising candidates to reach
the required high field (hundreds of MV/m), high peak energy (tens-of-
millijoules), narrowband MC-THz (0.1-0.6 THz) to drive the compact THz
driven electron accelerator.

Initial works in optical THz generation have been performed using optical
rectification (OR) from compressed pulses. Efficiencies of ∼0.1% level were
achieved using this approach in a cryogenically cooled PPLN [6], which was
strongly limited by intensity related damage threshold of the crystals.

Vodopyanov et al. have been shown analytically mixing two narrowband
optical pulses for DFG produces the same efficiency as using OR from a
compressed pulse [40]. Furthermore, Ravi et al. has shown having a long
driving pulse sequence could increase the efficiency up to several percent
level [35].

Ahr et al. has utilized the chirp and delay (C&D) technique to generate
pulse sequences from stretched pulses from a joule-level Ti:sapphire laser.
Similar efficiencies of ∼0.1% as in OR has been demonstrated [2]. Stretching
the pulse allows reducing the optical peak intensity and increase the optical
input energy, which improved the THz yield by over an order of magnitude
to ∼40µJ. The investigation of delay-dependent MC-THz generation in C&D
technique has shown that the residual nonlinear chirp in optical pulses lim-
its the efficiency of the MC-THz generation. Spencer et al. could increase
MC-THz by over an order of magnitude to ∼450 µJ and reached an internal
efficiency of 0.24% by tuning the relative spectral phase of the pulses from
the same Ti:sapphire laser and increasing the crystal aperture size using the
large aperture PPLN. This efficiency is still too low to reach the narrowband
THz source requirements for the AXSIS project with the available joule-level
laser sources. Besides, the repetition rate should be increased to the kHz-
level to increase the x-ray flux. So far, reaching this repetition rate using the
Ti:sapphire-based lasers is not possible, mainly due to heat loading. There-
fore, we decided to use Yb-based sources, where already ∼kW [3] average
powers have been demonstrated. The results from the previous chapter 3

show MC-THz generation with a narrowband laser source is even more chal-
lenging. Besides the nonlinear chirp, the poor temporal overlap between the
delayed pulses became an important limitation.

Therefore, it was decided to build a new laser source which consists of
only narrow spectral lines repeated by the THz frequency. These spectral
lines generate a pulse sequence in the temporal domain. Efficiencies up to
the several percent levels have been predicted by optical DFG in cryogenic
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cooled PPLN [35]. Therefore, it should be possible to fulfill the requirements
on the THz source using the joule-level optical pulses available today.

The simplest method to generate the narrowband THz by an optical DFG
via quasi-phase-matching (QPM) is sending a compressed laser source with
enough spectral bandwidth into a periodically poled (PP) crystal. The crys-
tal then converts the spectral components that fulfill both the energy and
phase-matching conditions for the THz frequency, determined by the poling
periodicity of the crystal. Using this approach, THz has been generated with
∼1 µJ using compressed Ti:sapphire laser pulses in a cryogenically cooled
PPLN CE of 0.1% [6], which was mainly limited by the damage threshold of
the crystal due to high peak laser intensity.

By stretching the pulses temporally from a joule-level Ti:sapphire laser,
the optical input energies could be scaled up, and the THz pulse energy
could be increased to ∼40 µJ using the so-called chirp and delay (C&D) tech-
nique [2]. In the C&D technique, two replicas of linear chirp pulses, delayed
relative to each other and then recombined, are sending it into the PPLN.
The residual nonlinear temporal chirp in these pulses limits fully the contri-
bution of available pump photons to the THz generation, which leads to low
efficiencies around 0.06%.

By tuning the relative spectral phase of the pulses from the same Ti:sapphire
laser and increasing the crystal aperture size using the large aperture PPLN,
the THz energy could be improved by over an order of magnitude to ∼450 µJ
with total internal efficiency of 0.24%. This efficiency is still too low to reach
the narrowband THz source requirements for the AXSIS project with the
available joule-level laser sources. Besides, the repetition rate should be in-
creased to the kHz-level to increase the x-ray flux. So far, reaching this repe-
tition rate using the Ti:sapphire-based lasers is not possible due to the heat
load. Therefore, we decided to use Yb-based sources, where already ∼kW [3]
average powers have been demonstrated.

The results from the C&D experiments with a narrowband Yb:YLF (Chap-
ter 3) demonstrated that the THz efficiency suffers from residual nonlinear
chirp and from the poor temporal overlap between the delayed pulses.

Taking all previously mentioned experiences into account and the sup-
porting evidence from numerical simulations [32, 34–36, 42], it is decided to
build a Yb:based laser source, especially for efficient narrowband THz gener-
ation, which will be integrated into the front-end laser of the AXSIS project
that can power up all parts of the laser system. This ensures an optical syn-
chronization of all components, which is critical for a working x-ray source.
The chosen basal laser parameters are as follows:

• Yb based laser at 1µm: These sources provide low heat load due to
the small quantum defect, and are cost-efficient using pump diodes
with high-brightness. From the THz side, the parasitic multi-photon
absorption in PPLN is more unlikely compared to the Ti:sapphire.

• Two-line spectral-domain: The laser consists of at least two narrow
spectral lines, whose wavelength separation can be tuned. Ideally, with
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a course tuning to change the phase-matching frequencies and fine-
tuning to optimize it, which is more crucial for the narrower phase-
matching.

• Temporal domain: A pulse duration of hundreds of picosecond with a
flat-top profile. One of the most limiting factors in THz generation is
the damage threshold of the crystal, therefore to maximize the pulse
energy by staying below the damage peak intensity, a flat-top is re-
quired. Ideally, tunability is needed to optimize the efficiency and the
temporal profile of the THz.

• Pulse energy: Considering the low conversion efficiencies from optical-
to-THz, joule level energies are required to fulfill a THz source’s re-
quirements.

• Repetition rate: In order to have the necessary x-ray flux at the experi-
mental setup, planned to have a kHz repetition.

• Timing: The phase of THz must be controlled relative to the electron
bunch’s injection time into the Linac, so that into Linac injected elec-
trons experiences the same acceleration.

In this chapter, a specially designed laser source for efficient narrowband
THz generation is introduced, which fulfills the above requirements.

4.1 the front-end of the multi-line laser

In order to develop the front-end part of the laser source for efficient MC-
THz generation, two single-frequency, continuous-wave (CW) lasers are em-
ployed. Their outputs are combined in a polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber
and chopped sequentially in a fiber-pigtailed acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
and an electro-optic modulator (EOM) to chop it down to hundreds of pi-
cosecond pulses. These choppers are placed between ytterbium-doped fiber
amplifiers (YDFA) to amplify the pulses to nanojoule-level pulse energies.
Each YDFA has a fiber pump diode and each Yb-doped gain fiber has differ-
ent lengths and an optical isolator. The isolators are inserted to protect the
chopper and amplification stages from unwanted back-propagating pulses.
A schematic of the front-end part is visualized in Fig. 4.1.

One of the two CW lasers is a stable, single-frequency laser (from Stable
Laser Systems). It is stabilized by locking to an ultra-stable reference cav-
ity [10], which ensures a frequency drift of less than a few kHz per day. The
other CW laser is an external cavity laser diode (from Toptica DL Pro) with a
tunable wavelength from approximately 1000 nm to 1080 nm. The outputs of
both CW lasers are combined and split into two parts; one part is used for
the locking mechanism (described in Section 4.4), and the other part is used
as a seed for the multi-line laser. This combination creates a beat signal in
the temporal domain, whose modulation is determined by the frequency dif-
ference of the CW-lasers (ω1,2). The frequency difference is set to the desired
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Figure 4.1: The chosen configuration for the multi-line front-end: Two CW-lasers at
angular frequencies ω1 and ω2 are combined, chopped successively in
an AOM and an EOM, which are sandwiched between ytterbium-doped
fiber amplifiers (YDFA).

terahertz frequency (ΩTHz = ω2−ω1). This temporal modulation, generated
by combining both lasers, drives the coherent THz generation. The output
power of both lasers is set approximately equal to 6 mW to enhance the con-
trast of the temporal modulation. The spectrum of combined lasers is mea-
sured using the optical spectral analyzer (OSA- AQ-6315A, YOKOGAWA),
see Fig. 4.2a. The spectrometer wavelengths of both lasers are set roughly to
1 nm (see Fig. 4.2b), which is the required wavelength-separation for the de-
sired THz frequency of 0.3 THz. The spectral contrast of both lines is around
60 dB.
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Figure 4.2: Spectra of the combined output of both CW seed lasers: Stable laser and
tunable laser. a) zoomed out: both seed lasers around 1030 nm with the
residual pump at approximately 980 nm b) zoomed in: both seed lasers.

Two different configurations are tested for the chopping of the pulses from
the CW seed source.

• Case 1: In contrast to Fig. 4.1, the EOM is placed before the the AOM
(YDFA, EOM, YDFA2, AOM). The EOM has high insertion losses, and
compared to the AOM, a low acceptance power of about 200 mW makes
it challenging to amplify the weak input signal. Additionally, since all
fiber amplifiers must run in continuous mode, amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) is amplified, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The spectral contrast
of the lines gets worse with amplification.

In a modification to Case 1, a bandpass filter could be placed behind
the 2

nd amplifier while using a 3
rd amplifier to boost the signal before
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Figure 4.3: Case 1 chopping configuration: first EOM then AOM. The spectral evo-
lution after the second amplifier is shown. The signal of the AOM output
is so weak that mainly the ASE gets amplified.

entering the AOM with input energy of 1 W, and finally amplifying the
post-AOM again to get the required seed energies for the regenerative-
amplifier.

• Case 2: The AOM is preceding the EOM as used in the final setup
(see Fig. 4.1). The AOM has lower inertial losses and accepts a higher
input power. Firstly the seed is amplified up to 450 mW in a polariza-
tion maintained (PM) ytterbium-doped-fiber amplifier (YDFA1) before
sending it into AOM. A 5 nm bandpass-filter is inserted behind the am-
plifier to eliminate any ASE and ensure that mainly the wanted seed
is fed into the chopper (see Fig. 4.4a). A closer look shows that in the
lower range of the spectrum, there are the sidebands generated from
the two main peaks. Spectral sidebands are generated in the single-
mode fiber (SMF) by the four-wave-mixing (FWM) of two CW-laser.
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Figure 4.4: a) Spectral profile of both CW lasers after first amplifier YDFA1; a band-
pass filter (BPF) is used to improve the signal to noise ratio. Two side-
bands are generated by four-wave-mixing (FWM) in single-mode-fiber
(SMF). b) Spectra after the chopping the CW laser using the acousto-
optic modulator (AOM).
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The following text now describes Case 2 in detail (see Fig. 4.1). The output
of the YDFA1 is approximately half the maximum acceptance power of the
AOM (1 W). This fiber-coupled AOM operates at 200 MHz, using a TeO2

crystal with a rise time of around six nanoseconds. Pulses around 15 ns are
chopped at 2 MHz. This repetition rate is the maximum chopping rate of the
EOM. Both optical modulators: AOM and EOM are triggered by the same
delay generator (DG645), which in turn, is externally triggered by a reference
clock from an oven-controlled crystal oscillator (InWave B-110) at 10 MHz.

An additional measurement was performed to characterize the perfor-
mance of the AOM. Both the AOM and the sampling scope (Agilent DCA-
X86100D) are connected to the DG645. The pulse shapes for different TTL
signal widths are acquired. Fig. 4.5 shows the resulting traces. As can be seen,
pulses shorter than 10 ns drop in intensity. Above 20 ns, the pulses remain
the same. Additionally, the rising time of the device is faster than its falling
time, therefore for a chopping time of 15 ns was decided (see Fig. 4.7a). Tak-
ing the insertion loss of 3.5 dB from the AOM, and a duty cycle of 3% into
account, the measured average output energy of 6 mW aligns well with the
expected value. The insertion loss includes optical transmission through the
crystal, diffraction efficiency, and coupling losses. The spectral profile after
AOM is shown in Fig. 4.4b. The spectral contrast of the lines remains as
before.
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Figure 4.5: Chopped time traces from the AOM output: pulses with different pulse
durations: 7, 10, 20, 25, 30 ns are compared.

The second Yb-amplifier (YDFA2, see Fig.4.1) further amplifies this sig-
nal to 180 mW, which is slightly below the EOM’s maximum input power
(200 mW). In this amplification and filtering out process, new sidebands are
generated by the FWM, as shown in Fig. 4.6a. This amplified signal is sent
into the EOM for final chopping.

The EOM (IXblue modbox) offers computer-programmable pulse shaping
using an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). The EOM is PM-fiber pig-
tailed and exhibits a high extinction ratio greater than 55 dB (at 1030 nm).
The AWG offers a maximum frequency of 2 MHz, 12 bits resolution, a max-
imum D/A rate of 4 GS/s, the maximum memory size of 4 MS (1 ms). The
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Figure 4.6: (a) Spectrum after amplification process by YFDFA2 and output of AOM:
more sidebands are generated in the amplification process due to the
FWM. (b) Spectrum after EOM giving the highest spectral contrast, the
sidebands are getting more dominant because of FWM.

temporal jitter is 30 ps and rise time is 60 ps. This allows chopping pulses
down to 250 ps pulse duration.

The timing of the chopping process is optimized using the sampling scope.
The relative delay between EOM and AOM is changed using the DG645, and
simultaneously, the temporal profile is monitored by the sampling scope
(see Fig. 4.7b). After finding the temporal overlap between the EOM and the
AOM and shaping the pulse profile to a flat-top using the AWG of the EOM,
the output power of EOM and spectrum were measured (see Fig. 4.6b). The
measured low average power of 500 µW can be explained due to the high
insertion loss of approximately 12 dB of the EOM and 0.05% duty cycle.
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Figure 4.7: The chopped pulse shapes at the output of (a) the AOM using a setting
around 15 ns from the DG645; and (b) the EOM set to 500 ps flat-top
using the AWG of EOM.

After achieving the desired pulse duration of several hundreds of picosec-
onds, the weak signal at the EOM output is boosted by the third fiber am-
plifier to the nanojoule level to seed the regenerative amplifier in the next
boosting stage (YDFA3, see Fig .4.1). By considering the low average power
at the output of the EOM and continuously operating pump, it would be
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expected that a strong amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) would be gen-
erated. Therefore, this amplifier must be designed specially. It has the short-
est gain fiber length within the amplifiers. The output power of YDFA3 is
plotted as a function of the diode pump current (see Fig. 4.8a). After this am-
plification stage, pulse energies up to 25 nJ at a repetition rate of 2 MHz were
demonstrated, which is in the acceptance range (few nanojoules) of the com-
mercial regenerative amplifier. Besides, pump current dependent spectra are
acquired, summarized in Fig. 4.8b, the number of spectral lines increases
with increasing diode pump current, generated by the FWM in the single-
mode fiber (SMF).

(a) Pump current vs. output power. (b) Spectra for different pump current

Figure 4.8: a) Output power as a function of pump current, with 2 MHz repetition
rate and up to 25 nJ pulse energies are achieved. b) Correlated spectra
for different pump current.

(a) Beam Profile. (b) Beat Signal.

Figure 4.9: Output of front-end (after YDFA3) a) beam profile: 1.66×1.66 mm2 at
e−2-radius. b) Beat signal: measured by the autocorrelator (AC).

Both controlling the number of spectral lines and investigating the THz
generation relationship are critical for optimal THz output. The contribu-
tion of the spectral lines to THz generation can be explained in a temporal
domain more illustratively. The spectral lines generate a modulation in the
temporal domain at the difference frequency of both spectral lines, which
coherently drives the THz generation. Since the THz generation is a second-
order effect, the process is proportional to the contrast and intensity of the
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modulation. Putting more spectral lines with the right phase, ideally com-
pressed, increases the modulation’s intensity and steepness in the temporal
domain and makes it more efficient. The final output (beam profile and beat
signal) of the system is shown in Fig .4.9a.

In order to check the beat frequency which is actually derived from the
two initial CW seed lasers, the autocorrelation traces with and without tun-
able CW laser were measured (Fig.4.9b). Clearly, no beating is present when
the tunable CW laser was switched off. In addition, the spectral behavior at
different positions along the amplifier chain was measured. The results are
shown in Fig. 4.10, where no sidebands are visible when the tunable CW
laser was switched off. This result supports the hypothesis that FWM in an
SMF is present.
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Figure 4.10: One of two CW-lasers (tunable laser) is turned off. The spectral profile
after the first amplifier (YDFA1), AOM and second amplifier (YDFA2).

To characterize the pulse shape, two different methods have been utilized.
The first method is a straight forward method, namely using a fast sampling
scope. The output of the front-end is connected to the device, which is trig-
gered by the DG645, and the pulse shape trace is measured (see Fig. 4.7b).

(a) Compressed output of MLL. (b) X-correlation signal

Figure 4.11: a) The autocorrelation trace of the mode-locked laser after the compres-
sor. b) The cross-correlation signal between the compressed output of
the modelocked laser and the front-end.
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Another approach has been used besides this simple method, namely the
cross(x)-correlation between the front-end and the compressed output of the
mode-locked laser (MLL). The MLL pulses are compressed down to ∼64 fs
(Fig. 4.11a). These pulses are overlapped (noncollinear) with the output of
the front-end in a nonlinear crystal (BBO), and a photodiode is used to de-
tect the generated second harmonic signal. The temporal envelope of the
front-end laser is delayed electronically with respect to MLL-laser. Using the
fact that both choppers: AOM and EOM are triggered by the same DG645,
which is externally triggered by the repetition rate of MLL-laser (70 MHz see.
Section 4.4.1). By changing the trigger times of both choppers, the pulses are
delayed relative to each other. The minimum delay step can be set as small
as 1 ps. An example of this cross-correlation method is given in Fig. 4.11b. In
a final check of the system presented in Fig. 4.1, another amplifier (YDFA4,
not shown) is added into the amplifier chain to investigate the effect between
the number of spectral lines and pump current. As shown in Fig. 4.12b, the
spectrum is broadened from 1017-1045 nm. However, the contrast between
the main lines decreases since most of the energy is transferred to the side-
bands. After demonstrating the possibility of further spectral broadening
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(a) Pump current vs. output power. (b) Spectra for different pump current

Figure 4.12: a) The output power of YDFA4 as a function of pump current: up to
60 nJ pulse energies achieved. b) The spectral profile for different pump
currents. The number of lines increases with the pump current.

using YDFA4, this amplifier is removed. Note: the next amplifier stages (re-
generative and four-pass amplifier) cannot support the bandwidth generated
by the YDFA4. Therefore it is not helpful for the THz experiments.

In summary, a laser front-end was specially developed for narrowband
THz generation, which has the following specifications:

• It consists of narrow spectral lines, whose number can be varied by the
pump current, and whose separation can be varied continuously.

• Pulse durations down to 250 ps can be adjusted, with a possibility to
shape the temporal profile.

• Pulse energy of several nanojoules is generated at the repetition rate of
2 MHz.
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Figure 4.13: Generating of the trigger signal for both the front-end and the regener-
ative amplifier.

4.2 regenerative amplifier (ra)

The complete amplifier chain consists of the front-end (Section 4.1), then a
regenerative amplifier (RA), and finally, a home build four-pass amplifier.
In this section, the RA is discussed, which boosts the pulse energies, from
several nanojoules with hundreds of picosecond pulse duration at 2 MHz
repetition rate, to a few millijoules. For this purpose, a commercial RA (Am-
plitude) is utilized, which can be seeded at 1030 nm with a bandwidth of
6 nm and a repetition rate of 42.5 MHz. Since the amplifier is a commercial
system, it will not be discussed in detail here. However, this laser needs to
be integrated into the timing system of the complete laser.

The RA is designed to be seeded between 30 and 50 MHz. Under nor-
mal operation mode, it would receive this signal from a photodiode at the
entrance, which detects some leakages of the seed laser, so that the RA is
synchronized to the seed laser. However, in the current configuration, the
home-built multi-line front-end needs to seed the RA, which can be oper-
ated maximal at 2 MHz given by the maximum chopping rate of the EOM
(see Section 4.1) and therefore, another trigger signal must be found. The
new trigger signal must be in the RA expected range of between 30 and
50 MHz and synchronized to the front-end laser.

An overview of the timing (trigger signals) system is shown in Fig. 4.13.
The new RA trigger signal is generated by the same 10 MHz reference clock,
which triggers both optical modulators (AOM & EOM) in the front-end. In
this way, the timing between the front-end and the RA is guaranteed. The
10 MHz output of the reference clock is multiplied to 40 MHz using two
2 x-RF-multipliers and an RF-bandpass filter (Fig. 4.13).

After providing the trigger signal, the timing of the Pockel-cell (PC) and
the pump diode inside the RA are optimized using an oscilloscope. In this
way, the pulses from the 2 MHz-front-end are selected by the change of polar-
ization via activating the PC. The selected pulses undergo several resonator
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(a) Q-switched (b) Seeded amplification

Figure 4.14: The laser output energy with respect to the current of the pump diodes
for a) Q-switched: unseeded mode and b) seeded amplification. In each
diagram, the beam profile of the output pulses are presented.

round trips, pass through the laser crystal and get amplified. The amplified
pulse train is observed by a photodiode, which detects leakage in the cavity.

Now, the output pulse energy of the RA was measured as a function of
the diode pump current. The pump current was increased in 2 A steps from
22 to 36 A, for two cases. In the first case, the input seed pulses were blocked,
and the maximum pulse energy reached was 1.8 mJ at 1 kHz with a shown
beam profile at the left, upper corner of Fig. 4.14a. In the second case, the
pulse output was measured for fixed seed energy of 6.2 nJ (Fig. 4.14b). Start-
ing with 29 A, the pump current increased to 40 A and the maximum pulse
energy of 2 mJ reached at 1 kHz. The pulse width of the PC’s trigger signal
defines the number of round trips in the cavity. It is chosen in such a way
that the photodiode signal is just saturated, and in this way, the output of
the RA stays stable even when the seed energy fluctuates.

4.3 four-pass amplifier

After the front-end (Section 4.1) and the RA (Section 4.2), the final amplitier
stage is a four-pass amplifier (FPA), employed to amplify the pulses up to
20 mJ.

The general layout of this home-built FPA is shown in Fig .4.15. The RA’s
output is first beam-shaped by a telescope and then sent to a pulse picking
Pockel-cell (PC) to reduce the repetition rate from 1 kHz down to 10 Hz.
The first half-wave plate (HWP1) and cubic polarizer (PBS1) enable, on the
one hand, to vary the input energy and on the other hand, the combination
with the Faraday rotator (FR1) protects the RA from any unwanted back-
propagating beam. The second polarizer (PBS2) makes sure that the beam,
which goes to the PC, is p-polarized (p-pol). When an external electrical field
(5.5 kV) is applied on the PC’s crystal, the beam’s polarization is changed
due to the electro-optic effect. When the PC is activated, the polarization of
the beam changes to s-pol, which is then reflected by the PBS2. Otherwise, it
stays the same and after passing twice through FR1 sent to the beam block.
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Figure 4.15: The layout of the polarization switched four-pass amplifier.

Using a fast photodiode, which can resolve each pulse in a 1 kHz pulse
train, the PC’s extraction ratio is optimized by adjusting the trigger tim-
ing and the high current. In this way, every hundredth pulse is sent into
the amplification, and the rest of the pulses are dumped to a beam block.
The polarization of selected pulses is changed to p-pol using HWP3 and go
through the thin-film polarizer (TFP1) and FR3, acting as an output coupler
for amplified pulses.

Thereafter the pulse rate is reduced from 1 kHz to 10 Hz, the beam size is
matched again to the aperture size of the amplification crystal using a de-
magnification telescope. The pulses make the first pass through the QWP2

and amplifier crystal then are reflected back for a second pass, after which
the polarization changes to s-pol and reflected using TFP2. Before the pulses
are reflected back for a third and fourth pass, they are sent through a tele-
scope, which compensates for the thermal lensing. After the fourth pass, the
polarization is again p-pol. The amplified pulses see a magnification tele-
scope that helps to protect the FR2 by reducing the peak intensity. After the
second pass through FR2, the polarization changes to s-pol, and the ampli-
fied pulses are coupled out from TFP1.

The gain medium is a 23 mm thick, and 1%-doped Yb:YAG crystal mounted
in a water-cooled mount to improve the extraction efficiency by cooling it
down. A fiber-coupled diode array provides pumping with center wave-
length at 940 nm and up to 2 kW of average power. The pump laser is pulsed
at a duty cycle of 1.5%. Pumping optics are adjusted to achieve a 2.5 mm di-
ameter pump size in the gain medium. The maximum pulse energy of 21 mJ
has been achieved at a pump voltage of 4.1 V (max. 5 V). The voltage is not
increased further to avoid any damage.
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Figure 4.16: Amplified laser pulse energy as a function of the pump voltage of the
pump diode.

Finally, a DG645 is externally triggered by the RA at 1 kHz, and is divided
down to 10 Hz to provide the trigger pulse for the PC module and the pump-
diode. In this way, the timing is guaranteed between the RA and the FPA.

4.4 locking of line source for the acceleration experiments

Since the generated MC-THz radiation should be used to accelerate the elec-
trons in the LINAC part of the AXSIS project [23], controlling the timing
between electron bunches and the MC-THz radiation is very crucial. In this
section, improvements to the timing of the line sources used in the front-end
(Section 4.1) are discussed in detail.

A highly stabilized, single-frequency CW laser (SL) is employed as a ref-
erence for the timing. SL is locked to an ultra-stable reference cavity, which
ensures a frequency drift as low as kHz per day [10]. The output of the SL is
split into two parts; one arm is sent to seed the multi-line laser source (see
Section 4.1), the other arm is used for timing. The aimed THz frequencies
range spans from 100 to 600 GHz, mainly 300 GHz, which will be driven
coherently by temporal beat modulation of SL and tunable laser(TL). Since
this frequency separation is too large to be locked both lasers directly, a fre-
quency comb of a home-built mode-locked laser (MLL) [17] is utilized to
ensure the locking of both lasers.

As summarized in Fig. 4.17, the following steps need to be accomplished
for the timing:

• stabilization of MLL’s repetition rate

• stabilization of MLL’s carrier-envelope offset frequency fCEO by lock-
ing MLL with SL, and making frequency comb (FC) from MLL.

• locking TL to FC
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Figure 4.17: The basic concept for the locking mechanism: first, the repetition rate
( frep) of the MLL is stabilized, then it is locked to the stable laser which
ensures its carrier-envelope offset frequency ( fCEO) stabilization, finally
the tunable laser (TL) is locked to the frep- and fCEO-stabilized MLL.

4.4.1 Repetition Rate Locking of MLL

In this section, it is explained how the frep of the MLL is realized.
The output of a mode-locked laser is a train of ultra-short pulses corre-

sponding to a phase-stable superposition of multiple longitudinal modes of
the laser resonator. The frequencies of the longitudinal modes of a diffraction-
limited laser are equidistantly separated by the laser’s repetition rate ( frep).
In order to use this mode-lock laser for locking, it must be elevated to a fre-
quency comb. This requires a stable repetition rate ( frep) and carrier-envelope
offset frequency ( fCEO).

The laser’s repetition rate is determined by the optical path length of the
cavity, which is in this particular case 70 MHz. This value can vary depend-
ing on thermal changes and vibrations. To minimize such effects, the MLL is
put in a laser box in a temperature-stabilized lab environment. The last mir-
ror of the cavity is mounted on a piezoelectric stage (PZT; Piezosystems Jena
PX38) to actively control the optical path by applying a voltage on PZT. It
has a travel range of 38 µm, which allows path-length changes that are dou-
ble of this amount since it is used in combination with a reflecting mirror.
Thus, a frequency drift of up to 1.2 kHz can be actively compensated.

The repetition rate locking mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 4.18.

Figure 4.18: Schematic of the feedback loop for repetition rate locking.

The stabilization of the MLL’s frep is realized by actively changing the
cavity-length using the PZT. The PZT is controlled by a proportional-integral
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(PI)-servo controller (Newfocus LB1005) with an error signal generated by
mixing MLL’s frep and a reference signal at 70 MHz.

A small leakage of the MLL is detected by a photodiode, which con-
verts the optical into RF-signal. This is filtered by a bandpass filter (RF-BPF)
and amplified to feed a phase detector. The reference signal is provided by
an oven-controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO; InWave B-110), which runs at
10 MHz. Using an RF-multiplier, it is increased to 70 MHz, and fed to the
phase detector. The error signal is generated by filtering the phase detector’s
output using a lowpass filter (RF-LPF).

A frequency counter (K+K+FXE) is used to quantify the performance of
frep-locking; a long term stability measurement has been performed above
24 hours. The maximum acceptance frequency of this counter is 65 MHz,
which is just below the repetition rate. Consequently, the detected signal
from the photodiode is divided down to 2 MHz by DG645 and fed into the
frequency counter. The measurement is shown schematically in Fig. 4.19

Figure 4.19: Experimental setup for determining residual repetition rate drifts using
a frequency counter.

As shown in Fig. 4.20, if the locking is not activated, the value is drifting
over time. After activation of the locking, it stays stable. The repetition rate
signal is used as an external trigger signal for the delay generator (DG645),
which triggers all the components in the laser line source and operates over
several months.

The stability can be assessed via the normal distribution over all counts
from the 24 hours measurement, which gives a mean value at 70 MHz with
a standard deviation of 6.2 mHz.

Additionally, the phase noises for both cases are measured using a signal
source analyzer, which indicates roughly a 25 Hz locking bandwidth (see
Fig. 4.21).
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Figure 4.20: Long-term repetition rate stability results for stabilized (red) and not
stabilized (blue).
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Figure 4.21: Phase noise as a function of the frequency for free-running and frep-
locked MLL.

4.4.2 Locking the carrier-envelope offset frequency of MLL

After demonstrating the long-term stabilization of the MLL’s frep, the next
step is locking one of the teeth of the MLL with the SL to ensure a fCEO
stabilization. This means having a frequency comb.

The locking scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.22.
The locking mechanism consists of two tuning procedures - first, a coarse

and slow tuning using an isochroic wedge-pair. Second, a fine and fast tun-
ing by employing an acousto-optic frequency shifter (AOFS).

The isochronic wedge-pair (see Fig. 4.23) has been specially designed us-
ing two different materials (N-LASF31A and N-SF6) which have similar
group indices but different group delay dispersion.

The wedge-pair is mounted on a motorized translation stage (V-522.1AA)
into the laser cavity by moving it perpendicular to the optical beam’s prop-
agation direction, the ratio of the materials that the beam goes through
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Figure 4.22: Locking the carrier-envelope offset frequency using a stable laser.

Figure 4.23: Specially designed isochronic wedge-pair [37] for course tuning of fCEO
.

changes. Due to the difference in group-delay dispersion of the materials,
this imprints a change of the fCEO of the MLL.

Before measuring the wedge pair’s influence on the fCEO, the change of
frep due to the relative displacement of the position of the wedge-pair is mea-
sured using a signal analyzer (N9000A CXA) for not frep-stabilized MLL. The
results are depicted in Fig. 4.24a. It stays below 10 Hz/mm, and it remains
constant when the frep-locking is activated.

Afterward, to characterize the influence of the wedge-pair on the fCEO,
another scan has been carried out, in which the beat signal between MLL
and SL is measured as a function of wedge-pair’s position. Since MLL is
a broadband laser, its output is filtered by a BPF at 1.03 µm (around the
central wavelength of SL) before mixing it with SL. The generated beat signal
is monitored by the signal analyzer. In Fig. 4.24b, the peak position of the
beat signal is plotted against the wedge-pair’s position. MLL runs at a frep

of 70 MHz. Therefore, it is enough the cover half of frep, namely from 0 to
35 MHz) to move one of the teeth vicinity of SL, which can be achieved by a
1 mm displacement of the wedge-pair.

Direct fCEO locking with the wedge-pair was not possible since the band-
width due to the stage movement is insufficient to compensate for rapid
CEO-frequency fluctuations. However, it moves the beat signal into the op-
eration of the AOFS (AA.MT110), which can then be used to lock the fCEO.
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Figure 4.24: Course tuning by the isochronic wedge-pair: (a) repetition rate and (b)
beat frequency as a function of position of the isochronic wedge-pair.

In AOFS, a density modulation is generated by acoustic waves in an acusto-
optical material, which acts as a grating. So, the diffracted first-order optical
beam frequency is shifted by this acoustic carrier frequency [25].

A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is a driver for the AOFS. The fre-
quency shift and the transmission is measured as a function of applied volt-
age (see Fig. 4.25)

The best operation range of the AOFS at ∼110 MHz ± ∼10 MHz around
3 V.
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Figure 4.25: The frequency shift and the transmission after AOFS as a function of
applied voltage from the VCO.

For the locking, the PI-servo controller’s output set around 3 V and gener-
ation of the error signal for the PI-servo controller is illustrated in Fig. 4.22.
The same OCXO from the previous section [Ref] provides the reference sig-
nal at 10 MHz. Firstly, the heterodyne signal is moved to 10 MHz using the
wedge-pair. By mixing this signal with the reference signal, an error signal
is generated, fed to the PI-servo controller. The output of the PI-servo con-
troller is connected with the driver of the AOFS.
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By activating the PI-servo controller, the frep-stabilized MLL is locked to
the SL for 10 min (see Fig. 4.26)
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Figure 4.26: The fCEO-stabilized MLL. The heterodyne signal before mixer.

4.4.3 Locking the tunable laser to the frequency comb

After stabilizing the frep and the fCEO of MLL, quasi having a frequency
comb, the next step is locking the TL to the frequency comb.

The locking mechanism is shown in Fig. 4.4.2. Notably, it is similar to the
case of the fCEO-locking, as described in Section 4.4.2.

Figure 4.27: Looking of a tunable single frequency laser.

A heterodyne signal between tunable laser and ML-laser must be gener-
ated for the locking.

In order to increase the signal to noise ratio, a BPF for the MLL is required.
The big difference compared to the fCEO-locking, the central wavelength of
the TL is tunable. Therefore a tunable BPF is built, consisting of a grating and
an adjustable collimator working a slit. The spectral components of the MLL
are spatially separated by the grating, from that an adjustable collimator
converts the desired part of the spectrum. By combining this with the TL,
a heterodyne signal is generated, mixed with the reference signal from the
OCXO to create the error-signal. The TL has a built-in locking module (Digi-
Lock). It has a coarse and fine-tuning, too. The coarse tuning uses a PZT,
which rotates a grating in the laser module, and the fine-tuning changes the
current of the pump diode.
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In Fig. 4.28 illustrated how first the frep stabilized MLL to the SL(blue),
and subsequently, the TL to the frequency comb (red) is locked.
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Figure 4.28: Locking the lines: locking of the frep stabilized MLL to the SL (red) and
the TL to the frequency comb(FC) (red), respectively.

In conclusion, first, the long term frep and fCEO-stabilization of a home-
built MLL then using its locking of both CW-lasers have been demonstrated.

In the future, the locking performance will be improved.



5
M U LT I - L I N E T H Z E X P E R I M E N T S

So far, the laser-driven narrowband MC-THz generation based on difference
frequency generation (DFG) is one of the most promising approaches to
reach the requirements of the MC-THz source for the AXSIS project (Chap-
ter 2). However, the demonstrated optical-to-THz conversion efficiencies (CE)
of 0.24% is still too low to be practical, even using high-energy joule-class
lasers [21]. Therefore, a so-called multiline laser is specially developed (see
Chapter 4), whose spectral and temporal shape can be modified. Numerical
simulations using such a driving laser have demonstrated high-efficient MC-
THz generation [35, 42]. As explained in detail in Chapter 4, the laser con-
sists mainly of two narrow-spectral lines whose separation can be adjusted
for the desired THz-frequency with variable pulse duration from 250 ps and
upwards.

In this case, the special tailored optical pulses are sent into a periodi-
cally poled nonlinear crystal. When the phase-matching condition is fulfilled
(Eq. (2.10)), the THz radiation at the difference frequency of the narrow spec-
tral line is generated. The poling period of the crystal determines the phase-
matched frequency (Eq. (2.12)). This process can be understood in both the
spectral and temporal domains. In the spectral domain, the optical pulse has
only the spectral components that are down-converted to the THz frequency
using the quasi-phase-matching technique. In the time domain, the narrow
spectral lines generate an optical pulse sequence which drives the coherent
THz generation.

In this chapter, for the first time, optical pulses from the multiline laser
are used to investigate the performance of MC-THz generation. The initial
experiments used the lower pulse energy from the regenerative amplifier
at a repetition rate of 1 kHz energy: the investigated parameters include
phase matching, THz bandwidth, number of optical spectral lines and op-
tical pulse duration (Section 5.1). In this case, the higher the repetition rate
makes it easier and quicker to scan the various parameters. Afterwards, the
optical pulses were further amplified in a four-pass-amplifier (Section 4.3)
to tens-of-millijoule levels to examine the laser energy-dependent MC-THz
generation and the conversion efficiency (Section 5.2) in the various MgO-
doped PPLN crystals (see Table 5.1). Next, a Rb:PPKTP crystal is tested as
a comparison to MgO-doped PPNL (Section 5.3). Finally, the results are dis-
cussed and summarised in (Section 5.4).
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Table 5.1: List of the periodically poled nonlinear crystals that were used for the
narrowband MC-THz generation at RT and CT. AS - Aperture size, L -
length, PP - poling period, ν0 - phased matched.

No. Crystal AS (mm2) L (cm) PP (µm) ν0 (THz)

1 MgO:PPLN 4×4 2 400 ∼0.29

2 MgO:PPLN 4×4 4 400 ∼0.29

3 MgO:PPLN 4×4 2 212 ∼0.53

4 MgO:PPLN 3×3 2 212 ∼0.53

5 MgO:PPLN 4×4 4 212 ∼0.53

6 Rb:PPKTP 1×2 1.55 300 ∼0.5

5.1 preliminary tests on ppln using the low energy optical

multiline laser at 1 khz

A number of critical parameters are investigate on PPLN crystals at CT using
the output of the regenerative amplifier (∼1 mJ at 1 kHz, Section 5.1), using
crystal No. 2 & 3 (Table 5.1). Since it has a higher repetition rate compared
to the final amplification stage, it is more convenient to scan a range of
parameters.

5.1.1 Phase matching frequency and bandwidth

Since the multiline laser consists of narrow spectral lines, its very crucial to
set the wavelength separation correctly to optimize the MC-THz generation.
The wavelength separation is adjusted by tuning the central wavelength of
the tunable laser (TL). In order to measure the generated MC-THz signal as
a function of wavelength separation, the same experimental setup as shown
in Fig. 5.4 was utilized. The central wavelengths of both CW seed lasers
were measured using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA; AQ6315A, YOKO-
GAWA). This OSA has a spectral resolution of 50 pm. As an example, the
wavelength separation was tuned to match the phase matching condition
for crystals No. 3 and No. 2 (Table 5.1). The maximum MC-THz energy was
obtained at wavelength separations of 1.88 nm and 1.01 nm with relative ac-
ceptance bandwidths (FWHM) of 1.47% and 1.38% for the crystals No. 3 and
No. 2, respectively (Fig. 5.1a) and results in Table 5.2). Both relative band-
widths are roughly 38% bigger than the value from Eq. (2.15). A possible
reason for this discrepancy would be the inclusion of 3

rd-order and higher
dispersion of the two-line laser.

At the optimal wavelength separation, a Michelson type THz interferom-
eter was utilized to measure the delay-dependent interferometric autocorre-
lation trace: as an example, the trace of the crystal No. 2 is given in Fig. 5.1b,
from which the Fourier transform was calculated. In this case, the measured
central frequency of 286.3 GHz with a bandwidth of 1.5 GHz (∼ 0.5%) com-
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Figure 5.1: a) MC-THz generation dependence on wavelength separation: crystal
No. 3 (Λ = 212 µm, L = 2 cm) (red, dots), and crystal No. 2 (Λ = 400 µm,
L = 4 cm) (blue, dots). The insert is crystal No. 2 expanded. b) The mea-
sured delay-dependent interferometric autocorrelation trace for crystal
No. 2 (top). From this trace the Fourier transform was calculated (bot-
tom). The measured central frequency is 286.3 GHz with a bandwidth of
1.5 GHz.

Table 5.2: Comparison of the expected relative bandwidth ∆Ω/Ω0, Eq. (2.15), with
the measured relative acceptance bandwidth at two different phase
matched frequencies.

Crystal ∆Ω/Ω0 (%) ∆ΩMeas/Ω0 (%) ν0 (GHz)

No. 3 1.06 1.47 285.6

No. 2 1 1.38 531.7

pares well with the central frequency (285.6 GHz) of the wavelength tun-
ing curve (Fig. 5.1a, red-curve). Although the central frequency matches well
with the result from the wavelength tuning, its bandwidth is narrower. For
long pulses, the number of THz oscillation exceeds the poling number of the
crystal, which leads to a narrower bandwidth.

5.1.2 Influence of the number of spectral lines on MC-THz generation

One of the critical parameters for the multiline-THz experiment is the num-
ber of spectral lines of the optical input beam. In this section, the influence
of the number of spectral lines on MC-THz generation is investigated.

As explained in detail in Section 4.3, increasing the pump current from
100 mA to 300 mA, in the last amplifier YDFA3 in the front-end of the mul-
tiline laser, increases the number of spectral lines (Fig. 5.2(b)). However, the
generated MC-THz, measured as a function of laser input energy, was greater
for the lower pump current, where effectively only two spectral lines are
present (Fig. 5.2(a)). The spectrum of the optical laser was also measured af-
ter MC-THz generation (Fig. 5.2(c)). The results are counter-intuitive at first
glance since it is expected to have more MC-THz yield when more spectral
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Figure 5.2: a) The input laser energy-dependent MC-THz yield for different starting
number of spectral lines. Optical spectrum at (b) before and (c) after the
interaction. Low pump current in YDFA3 leads to a fewer number of
lines (see (b), which after the interaction gets broader than in the case of
higher pump current due to more efficient MC-THz generation.

lines are present, as predicted by Ravi et al. [35]. However, the opposite is
true (Fig. 5.2), which is related to the generation process of the new spectral
lines in the front-end of the multiline laser. Additional spectral lines were
generated in single-mode fibers by the third-order nonlinear effect, namely
by the four-wave mixing (FWM), which leads to higher-order spectral phase
contribution. This leads to less efficient MC-THz generation. This effect is
more critical for longer crystals; the longer the crystal is, the more sensitive
the process is to phase-matching narrowing.

The optical spectral results support this evidence, too. As shown in Fig. 5.2
(c), the spectrum of the low pump current gets broader after the interaction
compared to the case with the higher pump current, owing to a more effi-
cient THz generation.

These results demonstrate that the generation process of spectral lines is
very critical for the MC-THz generation. Having more spectral lines makes
the process even less efficient when the spectral lines are generated through
the high-order nonlinear effects. The numerical simulations predict that by
compensating this higher-order nonlinear spectral phase, the efficiency could
be increased with even more than in two lines [42].

5.1.3 Influence of the pulse duration on the MC-THz generation

Another critical parameter for the MC-THz generation is the pulse duration
of the laser, which allows varying the intensity without changing the fluence.
As described in detail in Section 4.1, the laser pulse duration can be varied
using the AWG of the EOM with the smallest pulse duration of 250 ps.

The pump current of YDFA3 was kept low at 100 mA to have as less spec-
tral lines, and the laser input energy was fixed to ∼1.2 mJ, while the pulse
duration was varied from 250 ps to 1 ns. The MC-THz yield was measured
as a function of laser pulse duration (Fig. 5.3). On the left side of the y-
axis, the MC-THz yield for different pulse durations is plotted. On the right
side of the y-axis, the ratio between the temporal walk-off length (Eq. (2.19))
and crystal length is plotted for different pulse durations. The THz yield
drops with increasing pulse duration, which means the MC-THz efficiency
is intensity-dependent as predicted for lwalko f f > Lcry in Section 2.3.
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Figure 5.3: The MC-THz yield for different pulse duration at maximum laser energy
(left axis). The ratio of walk-off (Eq. (2.19)) to crystal length is also plotted
(right axis).

Hence, it is expected to have more MC-THz yield by decreasing the pulse
duration further. However, technically, 250 ps was the smallest pulse dura-
tion in the current multiline laser source, so further decreases were not pos-
sible. Moreover, having shorter pulse durations cause higher nonlinear opti-
cal effects such as SPM, which were not taken into account in the analytical
model (Section 2.3.2).

5.2 high energy mc-thz experiments with mgo :ppln using the

multiline laser source

In this section, the output of the four-pass amplifier (FPA) from the multiline
laser was used (Section 4.3). The laser system delivers up to 15 mJ pulse
energies with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The MC-THz generation using these
pulses was investigated in different periodically poled nonlinear crystals.
The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Experimental setup for the MC-THz generation using the output of the
four-pass-amplifier (FPA) of the multiline laser. TFP - thin film polarizer,
PD - photodiode, CCD - Camera.

The laser input energy was adjusted using a half-wave plate (HWP) and
a thin-film polarizer (TFP). The HWP is mounted in a motorized stage to
control the input energy automatically. Since the output beam size of the
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FPA of 0.8×1.1 mm2 (e−2-radius, Gaussian fit) fits well into the aperture size
(4×4 mm2) of the PPLNs, no beam shaping was required. A photodiode (PD)
was used to measure the shot-to-shot pulse energy fluctuations by capturing
a small leakage from a mirror. A long-pass filter was mounted on the PD
to eliminate any parasitic SHG from the laser. The generated MC-THz was
collected and sent onto a pyroelectric THz detector (Gentec-EO, SDX-1152) by
two 2" gold-coated off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirrors. The MC-THz signal was
measured automatically using a DAQ-unit (NI USB-6229). The THz detector
was covered with a polyethylene (PE) and a teflon shield to protect it from
any parasitic radiation, such as residual laser or its 2

nd-harmonic.
A small hole in the first OAP mirror allows the separation of the optical

laser to be measured using a spectrometer and camera for diagnostic pur-
poses. The crystal’s output surface was imaged using a 4 f-imaging system,
which increases the laser peak fluences to higher values and stops the scans
whenever the photo-reflective effect starts to appear.

For both room temperature (RT) and the cryogenic temperature (CT) scans,
the MC-THz radiation takes the same path from the crystal to the detector,
so loss sources were as follows: a fused silica vacuum window, two OAP-
mirrors, a teflon shield, and a polyethylene cover. The losses vary slightly in
both cases because of the temperature-dependent phase-matched THz fre-
quency change. These losses were characterized by a THz-TDS measurement
(A.2).

5.2.1 MC-THz generation at 0.29 THz (crystals No. 1 & 2)

Measurements were performed using the crystals No. 1 and & 2 (Table 5.1)
at RT and CT. These crystals with a poling period of Λ =400 µm is phase-
matched for ∼0.29 THz.

After optimizing the wavelength separation (Section 5.1.1) and THz detec-
tion, the laser input energy-dependent MC-THz yield is measured in crystal
No. 1 at RT for three different pulse durations: 250, 500, and 750 ps. The
laser input energy was varied by changing the angle of the motorized rota-
tion stage, and for each angle, 30 data points from the PD, THz detector, and
spectrometer were acquired. All results were averaged for each angle and
depicted in Fig. 5.5.

All losses from crystal to the detector were considered to calculate the
internal THz energy, including the material losses and the Fresnel reflec-
tion (43.7%). A maximum internal MC-THz energy of 0.7 µJ was achieved at
250 ps with an input laser energy of 6.2 mJ, which corresponds to an internal
optical-to-THz conversion efficiency (CE) of 0.014%. While calculating effi-
ciencies, the Fresnel losses of 13.3% from the laser beam while entering into
the crystal were considered. The vacuum windows were AR-coated for NIR.
The MC-THz signal below 270 mJ/cm2 peak fluence was mainly within the
detector’s noise floor. During the data analysis, the background noise was
subtracted from each data point.
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Figure 5.5: RT scans with 2 cm, 400 µm MgO:PPLN (crystal No. 1) using different
optical pulse durations: a) The internal MC-THz yield as a function of
laser input energy, and b) the internal conversion efficiency as a function
of laser peak fluence.

As expected, the achieved efficiencies were low due to the THz absorp-
tion. Therefore, the crystal was cooled down using liquid nitrogen (T ∼
77 K), which reduces the THz absorption coefficient [38]. When the crystal is
cooled down, the wavelength separation must be adjusted again to the new
phase-matching frequency. The reasons for this change are the temperature-
dependent refractive index and the thermal expansion of the crystal, the
second effect being a minor effect [27].

After optimizing the wavelength separation, the MC-THz yield was mea-
sured as a function of laser input energy (Fig. 5.6). A maximum internal
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Figure 5.6: CT scans with 2 cm, 400 µm MgO:PPLN (crystal No. 1) using different
optical pulse durations: a) The internal MC-THz yield as a function of
laser input energy, and b) the internal conversion efficiency as a function
of laser peak fluence.

MC-THz of 12 µJ was demonstrated for 250 ps pulse duration, which corre-
sponds to an internal optical-to-THz conversion efficiency of 0.24%. Note:
the same CE as reported by Spencer et al. [21].

The same scans were repeated with the longer crystal No. 2 to check
whether the efficiency could be improved further. The RT results were simi-
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larly low, as in the previous case, which supports the argument of a strong
limitation due to the high THz absorption in the crystal. Only the results
from CT scans were shown in Fig. 5.7. The central wavelength of TL was
shifted to 1032.458 nm for the optimal wavelength separation, which means
the poling the crystals might be slightly different to crystal No. 1. The conver-
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Figure 5.7: CT scans with 4 cm, 400 µm MgO:PPLN (crystal No. 2) using different
optical pulse durations: a) The internal MC-THz yield as a function of
laser input energy, and b) the internal conversion efficiency as a function
of laser peak fluence.

sion efficiencies grow linearly with the intensity as predicted by the analyti-
cal description (Eq. (2.20)) and the highest efficiencies of 0.49% was reached
for the shortest pulse duration of 250 ps at the maximum laser peak fluence
of 390 mJ/cm2. Note: In Fig. 5.7b, the conversion efficiencies are still growing
linearly.

The analytical solution does not include the effects such as the pump de-
pletion, cascading and SPM. Therefore, a quantitative description requires
numerical simulations, which was performed for a similar case for Fourier
limited pulses with purely two-spectral lines [42]. The predicted efficiency
was around 1%. Possible reasons for the lower efficiency might result from
the multiline laser having more than two pure (Fourier limited) spectral
lines. In Section 5.1.2, it was demonstrated that more spectral lines reduce
the efficiency. Furthermore, the PR-effect, which is not considered in the
simulations, also reduces the efficiency.

In addition to the laser input energy-dependent MC-THz yield, the op-
tical spectra were measured after the MC-THz generation. As an example,
the result from the crystal No. 2 at CT for the pulse duration of 250 ps are
shown in Fig. 5.8a. A clear energy-dependent spectral broadening is visible,
which is an indication of cascaded usage of optical pump photons. Since we
are dealing with a narrowband multiline laser source, discrete new spectral
lines are generated in the broadening process, which differs from the optical
rectification with a compressed pulse (see Fig. 6.5c). In the latter case, the
broadening happens continuously since all spectral components within its
bandwidth can contribute to the THz generation at the time same time. In
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cascaded effect, the the Manley-Rowe limitation is avoided, as explained in
Section 2.5.
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Figure 5.8: a) Measured, normalized spectra after the MC-THz generation for differ-
ent optical input energies. b) Peak fluence dependent center-of-mass of
spectra and internal efficiency.

Finally, the spectral center-of-mass is calculated for each peak fluence and
compared with the fluence dependent internal efficiency (Fig. 5.8b). The
trends of both curves match well as predicted [40].

5.2.2 MC-THz generation at 0.53 THz (crystals No. 3, 4 & 5)

Measurements were performed now using the crystals No. 3, 4 and & 5 (Ta-
ble 5.1) at RT and CT. These crystals with a poling period of Λ =212 µm is
phase-matched for ∼0.53 THz (Fig. 5.1a).

The first scans have been performed with crystal No. 3 using the same
experimental setup as in the previous section (Fig. 5.4) at RT and CT. This
crystal was partially damaged before the scans. As expected, the efficien-
cies stayed low at RT as in the previous case and reached highest value of
∼0.014% for 250 ps (Fig. 5.9).

In the next step, this crystal was cooled down cryogenically to CT and the
laser peak fluence increased up to 590 mJ/cm2, which helped to increase the
MC-THz energy ∼ 30 µJ for 250 ps pulse duration (Fig. 5.10a). This is equal
to an internal CE of 0.49% (Fig. 5.10b). Only in the case of 250 ps, did the
measured MC-THz radiation start to deviate clearly from the linear trend
after 400 mJ/cm2. The linear growth is predicted in analytical consideration
for a undepleted pump in the absence of SPM and cascading effects.

As mentioned before, the crystal No. 3 was partially damaged. The next
round of experiments was performed with the undamaged crystal No. 4,
which has the same length, 2 cm long, and the poling period of 212 µm with
a smaller aperture size of 3× 3mm2. The optimal wavelength was shifted
around 57 pm compared to the previous scan at CT. This might be due to the
usage of different masks in the poling procedure with slightly different pol-
ing or better cooling of the crystal. The results are summarized in Fig. 5.11a.
The maximum internal MC-THz energy of ∼33 µJ was detected for the short-
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Figure 5.9: RT scans with 4×4×20 mm3 MgO:PPLN (crystal No. 3) using different
optical pulse durations: a) The internal MC-THz yield as a function of
laser input energy, b) the internal conversion efficiency as a function of
laser peak fluence.
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Figure 5.10: CT scans with 4×4×20 mm3 MgO:PPLN (crystal No. 3) using different
optical pulse durations: a) The internal MC-THz yield as a function of
laser input energy, b) the internal conversion efficiency as a function of
laser peak fluence.

est pulse duration of 250 ps, which corresponds to an internal CE of ∼0.63%.
Possible reasons for better efficiency: simplest one is the crystal being not
damaged, another possibility could be that poling quality and cooling work
better for smaller aperture size. The efficiency curve starts to deviate from
the linear trend again around 400 mJ/cm2 for 250 ps. Most likely, its an inter-
play between the aforementioned effects in the previous case. However, in
both cases, crystal No. 3 and 4, no saturation visible. Therefore, in the next
round of scans, a longer crystal was utilized.

The last scan with commercial MgO:PPLN was performed with the crystal
No. 5, which produced the highest efficiency of 0.89% around at 480 mJ/cm2

(Fig. 5.12), which is the highest recorded efficiency in narrowband MC-THz
generation. Although no clear indication of saturation was present, the scans
were stopped around 500 mJ/cm2 because of the appearance of PR-effect
(Fig. 5.13a). This effect disappears mainly after bringing the crystal back
to RT (Fig. 5.13b), which is a well-know phenomena. The PR effect occurs
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Figure 5.11: CT scans with 3×3×20 mm3 MgO:PPLN (crystal No. 4) using different
optical pulse durations: a) The internal MC-THz yield as a function of
laser input energy, b) the internal conversion efficiency as a function of
laser peak fluence.
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Figure 5.12: CT scans with 4×4×40 mm3 MgO:PPLN (crystal No. 5) using different
optical pulse durations: a) The internal MC-THz yield as a function of
laser input energy, b) the internal conversion efficiency as a function of
laser peak fluence.

earlier in the longer crystal. This is why the peak laser fluence is kept lower
for 4 cm compared to 2 cm long crystals.

Finally, the spectra from the high-resolution spectrometer are compared
for the crystal length of 4 cm (crystal No. 5) at RT and CR in Fig. 5.14a and
Fig. 5.14b. Such high efficiency, for example shown in Fig. 5.12b, is supported
by strong cascaded broadening of the optical spectrum from 1015-1070 nm
when the maximum peak fluence is achieved.

Thus, using the home-built multiline-laser source in commercial MgO:
PPLN, efficiencies up to 0.89% have been demonstrated. The initial spectrum
with two lines is broadened up to 70 nm, which could be used to seed an-
other stage after compensation of the nonlinear phase. As predicted, having
more lines could be increased to several percent levels.
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(a) CR (b) RT

Figure 5.13: Photo-refractive (PR) effect: (a) Image of optical beam profile after MC-
THz (with crystal No. 5) at maximum fluence of ∼500 mJ/cm2 at CT.
(b) Image taken at same fluence, but after the crystal was warmed up
to RT. At RT, the PR effect mainly heals itself and disappears.
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Figure 5.14: The spectra of the optical beam after the MC-THz generation in the
crystal No. 5 as a function laser input energy at a) RT and b) CR. At a
pulse duration of 250 ps.

5.3 multiline-thz experiments with ktp

PPLN crystals with their higher effective nonlinear coefficient (see Table 2.1),
are the widely used crystals for the MC-THz generation. So far, the highest
efficiencies, including the findings of this work, are achieved using PPLNs.
However, one of the biggest drawbacks of the PPLNs is the strong THz
absorption at RT, which requires cooling to reduce the absorption coeffi-
cient [46], which unfortunately in parallel reduces its damage threshold. As
demonstrated by the experimental results in the previous sections, although
there was no clear indication of saturation in each case, the fluence could
not be increased further due to the PR-effect leading to damage in the crys-
tal [53]. The damage threshold of the PPLN must be investigated very care-
fully, especially in our case. Still, so far, the experimental evidence shows
that the damage occurs at a lower fluence, when the crystal is cryogenically
cooled and has a longer length A.1. However, the longer the crystal is, the
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more critical it will be to reduce the MC-THz absorption, which requires
cryogenic cooling for PPLN.

Therefore, in this section, another nonlinear crystal, namely, the potassium
titanyl phosphate (KTP), was tested, which is identified as a promising can-
didate due to its relatively high effective nonlinear coefficient (Tab. 2.1) and
notably higher damage threshold A.1.

5.3.1 MC-THz generation at 0.5 THz (crystal No. 6)

MC-THz generation measurements were performed on a commercial, 15.5
mm long, periodically poled, Rb-doped potassium titanyl phosphate (Rb:PPKTP)
crystal with a poling period of 300 µm and an aperture size of 1×2 mm2

(crystal No. 6).
The same experimental setup, as in the previous sections, was used. The

beam size was reduced down to 0.5×0.6 mm2 (e−2 - radius) using a demagni-
fying telescope. First, similar to Section 5.1.1, the wavelength separation was
optimized and the MC-THz yield was measured as a function of the wave-
length separation (Fig. 5.15a). The maximum MC-THz yield was reached
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Figure 5.15: a) Wavelength tuning curve for the 15.5 mm long Rb:PPKTP (crys-
tal No. 6). b) THz interferometry measured THz auto-correlation trace
(top), and calculated THz spectrum centered at 502 GHz with a band-
width of 3 GHz (bottom).

when the wavelength separation was set to 1.765 nm. The FWHM of the tun-
ing curve is 38.5 nm, corresponding to 497.7 GHz with an acceptance band-
width of 10.9 GHz. A comparison between the tuning curves in Fig. 5.15a and
Fig. 5.1a (insert) for PPKTP and PPLN, respectively, show similarities. Both
plots get broader towards higher wavelengths with a second peak, which
supports the argument of higher-order nonlinear effects. Additionally, the
delay-dependent THz autocorrelation trace was measured (Fig. 5.15b top).
The Fourier transform gives the spectrum centered at 502 GHz with a band-
width of 3 GHz (FWHM).

The crystal (No. 6) was cooled down to CT. The peak fluence was increased
to 1000 mJ/cm2 while monitoring the beam profile for distortions. Since KTP
has different refractive indices for the optical laser and the THz beam (Ta-
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ble 2.1), the Fresnel losses of 35.7% [29] must be considered. In Fig. 5.16, the
results of this scan are summarized.
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Figure 5.16: CT scans with 1×2×15.5 mm3 Rb:PPKTP (crystal No. 6) using different
optical pulse durations: a) The internal MC-THz yield as a function of
laser input energy, b) the internal conversion efficiency as a function of
laser peak fluence.

Since the efficiency curves were saturated for 250 & 500 ps before reaching
1000 mJ/cm2, both scans were stopped around 900 mJ/cm2. For 750 ps, it was
increased beyond 1000 mJ/cm2 and no damage was observed. The saturation
seems to happen in an intensity-related manner. Namely, the shorter the
pulse duration is, the earlier the saturation starts. The maximum efficiency
of 0.16% is achieved at around 500 mJ/cm2 for 250 ps and efficiency drops
afterwards.

The optical laser energy-dependent spectral profiles after MC-THz gen-
eration are given in Fig. 5.17. The changes in the the spectral broadening
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Figure 5.17: The spectra of the optical beam after the MC-THz generation in crystal
No. 6 as a function laser input energy at CT. At a pulse duration of
250 ps.

resembles changes in the conversion efficiency curves for pulse duration
250 ps (see Fig. 5.16b). The spectrum gets broader and shifts towards longer
wavelengths with increasing input energy/fluence up to the point where the
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conversion efficiency peaks at 500 mJ/cm2 (or around 2.2 mJ), after which the
spectral broadening and conversion efficiency reduces.

5.4 discussion of the experimental results

Finally, the best results at CT for THz frequencies 0.29 THz and 0.53 THz
with the crystal MgO:PPLN, and at 0.5 THz with Rb:PPKTP using a two
spectral-line pulse with a duration of 250 ps are summarized in Fig. 5.18. In
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Figure 5.18: The highest achieved efficiencies using the two multiline laser source
with a pulse duration of 250 ps for phase matched PM PPLN and
Rb:PPKTP are summarized: Crystal No. 2 MgO:PPLN 4×4×40 mm3,
ν0 =0.29 THz; Crystal No. 5 MgO:PPLN 4×4×40 mm3, ν0 =0.53 THz;
and Crystal No. 6 Rb:PPKTP 1×2×15.5 mm3, ν0 =0.5 THz.

Fig. 5.18, MC-THz conversion efficiency is plotted against fluence. In the case
of MgO:PPLN, the fluence was limited by the onset of the photo-refractive
effect. In the case of Rb:PPKTP, any beam distortion has been observed, how-
ever the efficiency was saturated already therefore the fluence not further in-
creased. In order to get an initial understanding of these results, it is best to
begin with the analytical expression for the multiline efficiency developed by
Vodopyanov [40], discussed in Section 2.7. Although it neglects, absorption,
pump depletion, third-order nonlinear effects and importantly cascading ef-
fects, it can be used to provide scaling relations and can be used as a basis
to generate a figure-of-merit (FOM) to compare different crystals. A compar-
ison of MgO:PPLN and Rb:PPKTP is already discussed in Section 2.7.

In the long pulse limit (lw >> L, see Section 2.3.2), the conversion effi-
ciency is proportional to the intensity or the fluence divided by pulse du-
ration (∝ F/τ). This scaling relation is generally fulfilled at low fluences in
these results: for example, in Fig. 5.10b, the ratios of the initial slopes times
the pulse duration for pulse durations 250, 500, 750 ps are 1: 1.12: 0.79, re-
spectively. This would imply that reducing the pulse duration further would
increase the efficiency before the onset of the photo-refractive effect. Firstly,
this was not implemented because the multiline laser source was technically
limited to 250 ps (see Section 4). Secondly, the analytical expression is only
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valid in the long pulse limit lw >> L. However, a more realistic limit is set by
the numerical simulation results of [42], where the peak efficiencies occur at
150 ps. Thus a shorter pulse duration from the multiline laser source would
be a good method to improve the conversion efficiencies.

Next, the analytical conversion efficiency scales as the square of the phase-
matched THz frequency (∝ Ω2) and the square of the length of the crystal
(∝ L2). Both these scaling relations are complicated by absorption, which is
strongly dependent on the THz frequency. Comparing the results from crys-
tals No. 2 and 5 in Fig. 5.18, it would be expected at low fluences an increase
of 3.1 ((0.53/0.3)2) using the analytical conversion efficiency. However, the
measured values of 1.27 for 4 cm and 1.79 for 2 cm long crystals at 250 ps
are much lower, because of the greater THz absorption at higher frequen-
cies [46]. For shorter crystals, the improvement is bigger, which supports the
dominance of the absorption. To see the expected improvement, one had to
go below L0 ∼1 cm. Again, comparing the different used lengths from the
results in Fig. 5.11b with Fig. 5.18, the expected increase in efficiency would
be 4 ((4/2)2). However, the experimentally measured increase was only 1.74

for 212 µm and 2.45 for 400 µm at 250 ps, again the absorption at higher ter-
ahertz frequencies is bigger and improvement smaller (Table 2.1).

The conversion efficiency magnitudes using the crystal MgO:PPLN, shown
in Fig. 5.18, are best compared to numerical simulations that include all the
important effects: including absorption, pump depletion, third-order nonlin-
ear, and multi-photon conversion (cascade) effects. In the literature, a num-
ber of different optical laser sources are discussed [32, 34–36]; however, for
this discussion numerical simulations from [42] are used, because in this pa-
per, an idealized two-line laser source is used with MgO:PPLN generating
MC-THz at 0.3 THz.

In this simulation, maximum efficiency of ∼ 1% for MC-THz at 0.3 THz
with a pulse duration of 250 ps in MgO:PPLN was achieved [42]. These sim-
ulations were performed on idealized periodically poled crystals, with no
surface or bulk defects and where the periodic poling is perfectly regular
with flat ferroelectric domain walls of zero thickness. In addition, the spatial
profile of the optical beam was an effective flat-top (super-Gaussian m=5),
which can greatly improve the efficiency up to 30%, compared to the usual
experimental Gaussian shape [14]. Additionally, the optical beam was per-
fectly Fourier limited with initially no high order dispersion: this would not
be the case for the experimentally used multiline source. Finally, the simu-
lations were performed at a maximum damage fluence of 1120 mJ/cm2 at
a pulse duration of 250 ps predicted by Ref. [35]. During the experiment on
crystal No. 2 at 0.3THz (Fig. 5.18), the fluence was kept below 500 mJ/cm2,
because of the observed onset of the photo-refractive effect. Thus the ex-
perimentally achieve efficiency of 0.49% is remarkably good compared to
simulations [42].

Most experimental and numerical simulations were performed on MgO:
PPLN, and very little work has been carried out on Rb:PPKTP. As shown in
Table 2.1, KTP has two FOMs values that are larger than LN, and therefore,
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it might be worthwhile considering KTP as a serious candidate to replace
LN. Additionally, KTP has a much higher damage threshold. Unfortunately,
in this work, the maximum conversion efficiency using Rb:PPKTP was only
0.16% at 0.5 THz (Fig. 5.18). A number of factors might have contributed to
this low value.

Firstly, except for testing KTP wafers in Section 7, only one Rb:PPKTP
crystal was tested, so the quality of this crystal could not be compared to
similar crystals. Secondly, the small aperture size of 1×2 mm2 is too small
for MC-THz generation. If it is assumed that the MC-THz is generated with
a radius of 0.5 mm, then the Rayleigh length is 2.5 mm, greatly restricting the
potential effective length of the crystal. Additionally, the actual crystal length
of 15.5 mm (crystal No. 6) is also too short compared the effective length
(Leff ≈ 180 mm see Eq.2.25). Therefore, further simulations and experiments
are required to test the possibilities of this crystal.



6
T E S T I N G L A R G E A P E RT U R E P P L N F O R U S E I N N E W
T H Z - B A S E D E L E C T R O N A C C E L E R AT O R S

Recently, an important advancement was recorded in the THz-based electron
accelerators using narrowband MC-THz radiation. The interaction length
between the electron and THz radiation could be increased to a few cen-
timeters [52], which is an order of magnitude higher than by the previous
single-cycle (SC) THz driven electron acceleration [31]. However, the final
energy was low within 1.6 keV due to the low THz energies of 20 nJ. In order
to better study the feasibility of this approach, scaling up the final electron
energy further, higher MC-THz energies are required. As Spencer et al. have
been demonstrated [21], using large aperture MgO(5%):PPLN crystals and a
joule-class Ti:sapphire laser, the THz energies could be scaled up to ∼600 µJ
at ∼0.36 THz. These crystals have been specially grown in a research group
of Prof. Taira [19]. With an aperture size of 10×15 mm2, they are by far the

Figure 6.1: Large aperture PPLN for narrowband MC-THz generation.

biggest aperture sized PPLN crystal that has been produced. By contrast, the
commercial available PPLNs are limited to ∼4×4 mm2.

In this chapter, the MC-THz generation in these largest aperture MgO:PPLNs
is tested to be used for the next round of THz-based electron accelerators.
As a laser source, the same 1 µm commercial laser as used in Chapter 7 was
utilized. It provides pulse energies of 200 mJ at 52 Hz with a Fourier lim-
ited pulse duration of ∼500 fs. For the THz generation, the most straightfor-
ward method, namely optical rectification (OR), was utilized. Using this OR-
approach in commercial MgO:PPLN, efficiencies of around 0.1% at ∼0.5 THz
has been demonstrated [6]. Therefore, it is expected to scale up the MC-THz
energies three orders of magnitude compared to the aforementioned THz-
based electron accelerators [52].

The MC-THz generation was investigated for different crystal lengths at
a range of temperature from room temperature (RT) and cryogenic nitro-
gen temperatures (CT). The available crystal lengths were 12, 16, 20, 24 and
36 mm. The pairs (12-24 mm and 16-20 mm) were cut from two 36 mm long
crystals. One 36 mm long crystal was previously used in the C&D experi-
ment [21] and has an anti-reflection (AR) coating at 800 nm. This crystal was
the only one among the PPLNs with an AR-coating. In this chapter, the in-
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ternal optical-to-THz conversion efficiency (CE) was calculated, taking into
account the coating or no coating of all crystals. In addition, all crystals had
the same poling period of 330 µm.

6.1 determining the operation range

Before starting with the narrowband MC-THz generation experiments, the
maximum laser peak fluence of ∼280 mJ/cm2 was tested to see if damage oc-
curs. In the previous measurements, there were some indications that in the
case of lithium niobate crystals, the photorefractive (PR) effect starts before
the crystal was damaged permanently and that it starts at lower fluences
for longer crystals at lower temperatures (Section A.1). Therefore, a mea-
surement was carried out with the 36 mm long MgO:PPLN with a poling
periodicity of 212 µm (the highest poling density) first at RT and afterwards
at CT.

The NIR laser beam was aligned through the crystal; the transmitted beam
was sent onto a Teflon plate, which was then imaged by a CCD camera using
an objective. Simultaneously, the back-reflected NIR and its 2

nd-harmonic
generation were monitored by another camera. The laser beam profile was
monitored for around 2 minutes at each laser peak fluence, roughly the time
needed for a scan. If no damage appeared, the laser peak fluence was grad-
ually increased until the maximum peak fluence was achieved. No damages
to the crystal occurred both at RT and CT. Since large aperture MgO:PPLNs
are very expensive, the purpose of a measurement was not to determine
the damage fluence, but rather to find out the safe operation range without
damaging the crystal.

6.2 thz generation at rt and ct

The experimental setup is illustrated schematically in Fig.6.2. The laser beam

Figure 6.2: Experimental setup: The NIR laser beam is sent into PPLN crystal, which
after the stack is blocked using a teflon shield. The MC-THz signal is
collected and focused on a THz detector using two TPX-lenses.

was aligned through the crystal, which was mounted on a cold-finger in a
vacuum chamber, which in turn was attached to a cryogenic dewar for cool-
ing down using liquid nitrogen. The whole dewar was mounted on an XY-
rotation stage, which enabled the alignment of the beam through the crystal
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by moving it relative to the beam. Using two irises, the beam’s position was
fixed and used as a reference for the alignment. Since a high energy laser
source was used and most of the crystals were not AR-coated, the crystals
were inserted with a small angle into the beam so that the back-reflected
beam would not send back into the laser system, thus avoiding any dam-
ages. The laser beam after the crystal was blocked by a 1 cm thick teflon
shield, which simultaneously worked as a diffuser for two spectrometers
during the scans.

One of the spectrometers had a spectral resolution of 0.07 nm (ASEQ) and
was used to detect the spectral broadening due to the interaction between the
laser and the THz radiation, while the other one was a broadband spectrom-
eter (200-1100 nm) with a spectral resolution of 0.2 nm (HR4000CG-UV-NIR)
to monitor any parasitic effects, such as SHG, Raman scattering or any other
parasitic phase-matched processes, which can lower the efficiency of THz
generation, and may even lead to damages in the crystal [12].

To detect the generated THz radiation, two polymethylpentene (TPX) lenses
with focal lengths of ( f1 = 75 mm and f2 = 50 mm) were installed. The first
TPX-lens collimates the THz radiation, and the second one focuses it onto
a pyroelectric THz detector (THZ9B). To protect the THz detector from any
kind of parasitic radiation such as the laser beam and its 2nd harmonics, a
1 cm thick teflon shield was installed directly after the crystal, as well as two
polyethylene shields: one between the two TPX-lenses and the other one in
front of the THz sensor. Detection of the THz signal was optimized by ad-
justing the positions of the TPX-lenses and the position of the THz detector
using two manual translation stages. Once the THz signal was maximized,
the laser pulse energy-dependent THz generation can be started.

The NIR laser pulse energy was adjusted using a rotation stage mounted
HWP and TFP before sending the beam into the compressor after the last
amplification stage in the laser system. For each laser pulse energy, 30 data-
points from the THz and both spectrometers were acquired. Each device was
triggered by a delay generator synchronized to the laser. This procedure was
repeated for each crystal at RT and CT. The laser input energy dependent
THz yields in large aperture MgO:PPLN are summarized for RT and CT in
Fig.6.3a and 6.3b, respectively.

To calculate the internal THz energy, all losses between the crystal and
the THz detector were considered, such as the Fresnel’s loss of the THz by
the transmission from the crystal to the air, losses in the teflon shield, in
the vacuum window, in both TPX-lenses and polyethylene shields (see Ta-
ble 6.1). From the NIR laser, the geometrical losses due to the beam clipping
and the Fresnel’s loss (except the 36 mm crystal AR-coated) were considered.
The geometrical loss was calculated by comparing the laser power with and
without the crystal under the same conditions.

Knowing the internal THz and the laser input energy, it was possible to
to determine the relationship between the laser peak fluence and the optical-
to-THz conversion efficiency (CE). The results are summarized in Fig. 6.4a
and Fig. 6.4b. Concerning RT scans, the CE decreases with increasing crystal
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Figure 6.3: Laser pulse energy dependent THz generation in large aperture PPLNs
with various lengths: 12, 16, 20, 24 and 36 mm at a) RT and b) CT.

Temp (K) Teflon(%) TPX(%) Polyethylene(%) Window(%)

RT 6 9 32 36

CT 4 9 37 38

Table 6.1: MC-THz losses in different materials: these values are determined using
TDS (see Section A.2)
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Figure 6.4: Internal CE as a function of laser peak fluence in large aperture PPLNs
with various lengths: 12, 16, 20, 24 and 36 mm at a) RT and b) CT.

length due to the higher absorption coefficient at RT. After cooling down
the crystals, the CE improves and the shortest crystal still produces the best
results. Interestingly, at RT, both 16 mm and 20 mm crystals show similar
MC-THz efficiency. This behaviour is mainly due to the crystal absorption.
After cooling both crystals down to CT, the 16 mm crystal should perform
better than the 20 mm crystal, which is not the case. Note that both crystals
were cut from the single crystal into two pieces, thus similar crystal qualities
are expected. Considering the relationship between the pulse duration and
crystal length described in Section 2.4, the analytical expected L0 ≈ 1 cm
(Eq. (2.24)). Thus longer crystals do not improve the efficiency and might
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even decrease due to the accumulating nonlinear effects. This is a possible
explanation for the decrease in CE at higher fluence at both RT and CT.

To understand what happens in the NIR optical domain, the energy de-
pendent spectral behaviours of laser beam after the interaction were plot-
ted. These spectra were captured simultaneously with the MC-THz mea-
surements. The results for 12 mm at RT (Fig. 6.5a) and at CT (Fig. 6.5b) and
for 36 mm at RT (Fig. 6.5c) and at CT (Fig. 6.5d) are summarized. Comparing

(a) 12 mm at RT (b) 12 mm at CT

(c) 36 mm at RT (d) 36 mm at CT

Figure 6.5: Energy dependent NIR optical spectral broadening in the MC-THz gen-
eration process for the cases: a)12 mm PPLN at RT, b) 12 mm PPLN at
CT, c) 36 mm PPLN at RT and d) 36 mm PPLN at CT.

the spectra for short and long crystals, stronger spectral broadening is ob-
served for the longer crystal. However, surprisingly, the spectral broadening
for both crystal lengths at CT scans are smaller than at RT.

6.3 temperature scans for maximizing the efficiency

In order to optimize MC-THz generation, an additional measurement was
performed, where the laser input energy was fixed to a certain value, and
the MC-THz signal was acquired while cooling down the crystal from RT
to liquid nitrogen cooled temperatures. The same experimental setup, as in
the previous section, was utilized. The temperature was read out from a
thermometer for each shot, which was attached to the copper cold finger -
not on the crystal. For each data-point, the MC-THz signal, the photodiode-
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signal for the NIR pulse energy, and the spectrum after the interaction were
captured in an automated fashion using a LabVIEW code.

The first scan has been performed using the shortest crystal (12 mm), the
laser pulse energy was set to 130 mJ, and the data acquisition program was
started. The scan was started at RT, and slowly the temperature was cooled
down. The internal MC-THz energy is calculated by considering the THz
losses in material (see Table 6.1) and Fresnel’s losses at CT. Since all losses
are frequency and, in turn, also temperature dependent, it is a possible error
source in this scan. The result of this scan is summarized in Fig.6.6. This
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Figure 6.6: Temperature dependent MC-THz energy and CE with 12 mm
MgO:PPLN: maximum THz energy of ∼ 160 µJ which corresponds to
an internal CE of 0.23% has been achieved for fixed input energy of
130 mJ when the temperature of the cold finger was around 140 K.

scan shows that the optimal temperature is actually not the lowest. When
the temperature of the cold finger is around 140 K, the internal THz energy
reaches 161 µJ that corresponds to an internal CE of 0.23%, which is by far
the highest demonstrated value using the compressed pulse.

This scan has been repeated using the 16 mm crystal. Two temperature
dependent energy scans with input energies of 60 mJ and 115 mJ have been
performed and the results are summarized in Fig. 6.7a and Fig. 6.7b. Similar
to the previous case, the best results were achieved at around 140 K. The CE
was almost doubled and reached a value of >0.1% for 115 mJ.

The next scan used a crystal of length 20 mm. This crystal was more inten-
sively investigated, for four different input energies of 35, 60, 90 and 115 mJ
and the temperature dependent MC-THz yields were measured. The results
of these scans are plotted in Figs. 6.8a and Figs. 6.8b. In this case, saturation
effects were visible both at low and high temperatures. At approximately
145 K, the highest CE of 0.175% was achieved for the input energy of 90 mJ.

The next round of scans were performed with a crystal length of 24 mm
crystal. The results are summarized in Fig. 6.9a and Fig. 6.9b. The efficiencies
for different input energies of 60, 90, and 115 mJ were converged throughout
the temperature range. In this case, a maximum CE of 0.1% was reached at
around 140 K.

The last scan has been performed with the 36 mm long crystal at an input
energy of 60 mJ. This crystal is AR coated for 800 nm on both surfaces. The
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Figure 6.7: Temperature dependent MC-THz energy (a) and CE (b) in 16 mm MgOP-
PLN: scans have been performed for two different input energies of 60

and 115 mJ. The maximum internal CE of ∼ 0.1% has been achieved at
around 140 K.
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Figure 6.8: Temperature dependent THz energy (a) and CE (b) in 20 mm MgOPPLN:
scans have been performed for four different input energies of 35, 60, 90

and 115 mJ. The maximum CE of 0.175% has been achvied around 140 K
for second highest input energy of 90 mJ.
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Figure 6.9: Temperature dependent MC-THz energy (a) and CE (b) in 24 mm MgOP-
PLN: scans have been performed for three different input energies of 60,
90 and 115 mJ. In all three cases, the CE is in similar range.
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Figure 6.10: Temperature dependent THz energy and CE in 36 mm PPLN: the num-
ber of bumbs increase up to six and narrower than before.

behavior is significantly different compared to the other crystal lengths: the
temperature scan has a number of peaks. The origin of the peaks is unknown.
However, a maximum CE of 0.09% is achieved at around 107 K, which is
slightly above the usual maximum for other crystal lengths, which is around
144 K.

Besides measuring the temperature dependent MC-THz energy, the spec-
trum of the NIR laser after the crystal was observed at the same time. As an
example, the result with the 16 mm crystal is plotted in Fig. 6.11. The spec-
tral intensity and the broadening of the spectrum decreases at around 140 K,
which is an indicator of NIR absorption of the laser beam.

Figure 6.11: Temperature dependent spectra of the NIR beam after 16 mm long
MgOPPLN.

The spectra in Fig. 6.11, for each temperature step are integrated over the
wavelength, then normalized and plotted against temperature for all mea-
sured crystal lengths. The spectral behaviour is similar in all cases indepen-
dent of the crystal length (Fig. 6.12a). The spectral intensity increases slightly
in the cooling process from RT to 140 K, and falls during further cooling. In
order to check whether this phenomenon is intensity related, the results with
24 mm crystal with different input energies are summarized in figure 6.12b.
The general behavior follows a similar trend in all three cases. At cryogenic
temperature, 115 mJ with the highest input energy shows the lowest level,
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Figure 6.12: Temperature dependent over wavelength integrated spectra for a) dif-
ferent crystal lengths b) different intensities in 24 mm long PPLN.

and the lowest input energy of 60 mJ remains the highest. It seems to be
slightly intensity-dependent, which is more a minor effect.

6.4 optimizing the efficiency

From the previous Section 6.3, the best efficiency of 0.23% was obtained with
the 12 mm long crystal at around 140 K at a laser peak fluence of 240 mJ/cm2.
The efficiency is just below the current highest value in narrowband MC-
THz generation using the chirp and delay concept [21], which was 0.24%.
Therefore, it was decided to increase the laser input energy further to 160 mJ,
corresponding to a peak laser fluence of 280 mJ/cm2, to see if the efficiency
can be improved further.

The temperature of the cold finger was set to the desired value of approxi-
mately 140 K, the angle of the motorized rotation stage was set to the correct
value, which was determined beforehand using the power meter. Both the
THz signal and the temperature of the cold finger were observed while ro-
tating the rotation stage. The results of this temperature scan are depicted in
Fig. 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: At ∼143 K in 12 mm long MgOPPLN, the peak fluence is gradually
increased up to 280 mJ/cm2 and the THz yield is measured. The maxi-
mum internal efficiency of 0.29% is reached.
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The efficiency reached to 0.29% for the laser peak fluence of 280 mJ/cm2

when the temperature of the cold finger was at around 143 K. This is so far
the highest efficiency achieved using the OR technique.

6.5 temperature dependence of the central frequency of the

mc-thz

From the application point of view, it is crucial to determine the central
frequency of MC-THz and the bandwidth. Therefore, a THz interferometer
was utilized to measure them at RT and CT.

The delay dependent interferometric autocorrelation traces were plotted
for RT and CT in the upper parts of Fig.6.14a and Fig. 6.14b, respectively.
Using a FFT, the corresponding spectra were calculated and plotted in lower
parts of the figures, which are centered at 322 GHz with a bandwidth of
∼2.2% at RT and 355 GHz with a bandwidth of ∼1.6% at CT. The shift in
the central frequency happens due to the temperature dependent refractive
index. The bandwidth narrowing indicates that some of the MC-THz gets
absorbed by the crystal, and therefore, number of cycles in MC-THz are
higher at CT.
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Figure 6.14: Interferometric correlation of the in 12 mm long MgOPPLN generated
MC-THz pulses (top) and its frequency spectrum (bottom) at RT (a)
centred at 322 GHz with a bandwidth of ∼2.2% and at CT (b) centred
at 355 GHz with a bandwidth of ∼1.6%.

Another measurement was carried out with the longest crystal of 36 mm
length. The signal at RT was very weak, and in order not to damage the crys-
tal, it was decided not to push laser peak fluence to higher values. The results
of the CT measurement are illustrated in Fig. 6.15. The central frequency at
CT is slightly shifted compared to the 12 mm crystal at CT and was 348 GHz,
with a bandwidth of ∼0.5%, which is around three times narrower than that
of the 12 mm PPLN, which is consistent with the theory (δν ∝ 1/N), (see
Eq. (2.15)).
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Figure 6.15: The interferogram of the in 36 mm long PPLN generated THz pulses
and its frequency spectrum at CT, which is centered at 348 GHz with a
bandwidth of ∼0.5%.

6.6 discussion

The largest aperture, commercially available, periodically poled LN crystals
are ∼ 4×4 mm2, and presently, the largest available crystals (10×15 mm2)
come from the group of Prof. Taira [19]. These crystals are periodically poled
from a single grown crystal with the desired electrostatic field applied exter-
nally to achieve the desired periodic pole structure. There could be a natu-
ral limit to this process and as the aperture size grows, the flatness of the
domain walls between each period should decrease. Therefore, in this Chap-
ter 6, a range of large aperture crystals (10×15 mm2) with various lengths
were tested at relative high NIR pulse energy. Since pulse energies of the
developed two-line laser (15 mJ), discussed in Chapter 4, was limited, it was
decided to use a commercial laser (200 mJ) using optical rectification (OR) to
generate MC-THz. Although this method is not as efficient as the method
discussed in Chapter 5, with this MC-THz generation system, it is possible
to test these large aperture crystals, and in addition, have large energy MC-
THz to be used in the next generation of THz-based electron accelerators
[52].

In this chapter, the length-dependent THz generation by optical rectifica-
tion (OR) in large aperture (10×15 mm2) MgO:PPLN crystals at RT and CT
was investigated. Using the shortest crystal length (12 mm), the highest ef-
ficiencies of 0.06% and 0.14% at 322 GHz and 355 GHz were achieved with
a relative bandwidth of 2.2% and 1.6% for RT and CT, respectively. Further
increase in crystal length resulted in a drop in the efficiencies for both cases,
especially at CT, where the absorption of the NIR increases with increasing
fluence, and it is expected that nonlinear effects such as self-phase modula-
tion are present at high fluences [40].

Finally, the temperature-dependent MC-THz generation experiment has
shown that the absorption of NIR increases when the temperature of cold
finger drops below ∼140 K, and efficiencies are maximized at around this
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temperature range. Thus the maximum efficiency of 0.29% was obtained at
a peak fluence ∼280 mm/cm2 in the shortest crystal.



7
T H Z G E N E R AT I O N U S I N G WA F E R S TA C K

As demonstrated in Chapter 5, the optical-to-THz CE can be increased to the
percentage level using an adequate laser source, which is one of the most
crucial determinants to achieve the required narrowband THz source in the
AXSIS project. Basically, using a commercially available joule-class laser, the
MC-THz energies could be scaled up to the millijoule level. However, in
addition to the choice of the laser source, there are limitations from the
conversion material. Especially, the damage threshold of the material limits
the laser energy, which can be shone onto the crystal. In order to surpass
this limitation for a given material and pulse duration, the beam size must
be increased while keeping the laser peak fluence constant (F < Fdamage).
Therefore, methods to increase the aperture size must be discussed.

Since the standard mechanism behind narrowband MC-THz generation is
the optical DFG by QPM in a periodically poled nonlinear crystal, this is not
only an issue for crystal growth but also the poling mechanism. As described
in Chapter 6, there is a limitation on the electric field in the commonly used
poling method, which can be applied to the crystal to achieve periodically
poling by aligning or flipping the ferroelectric polarization domains [48].
Presently, commercially available PPLNs are limited to an aperture size of
4×4 mm2. The group of Prof. Taira has grown and poled LN crystals with an
aperture size in centimeter-scale (1×1.5 cm2) [20], which was used to demon-
strate record-level THz energies of 600 µJ by the C&D technique [21]. Similar
size crystals have been tested in this thesis in Chapter 6. These sizes are still
not large enough for the requirements of the AXSIS project, given the new
requirements discussed at the end of Chapter 5. Therefore, another strategy
must be developed; one of the possibilities is the wafer concept.

As aforementioned, the optical MC-THz generation suffers from low effi-
ciency owing to the large photon energy difference between optical and THz.
This effect could indeed help to solve the problem from the technical point
of view since the required poling periodicities for the aimed THz frequen-
cies are then in several hundreds of micrometers range. Therefore, instead
of using the standard technique for poling, thin crystal slides with a known
c-axis can be used, which can be manually stacked with alternating c-axis
orientation.

Fortunately, LN growth of large crystals is a well-established technology,
thanks to its widespread usage in the telecommunications industry. LN
wafers with an aperture size of up to 2" are commercially available for a
reasonable price. Thus, by combining differently poled single crystal wafers,
the aperture size can be increased, and the crystals’ length can be arbitrarily
varied. This method also offers a unique possibility to investigate the length-
dependent MC-THz generation continually. As analytical [40] and numerical
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[42] works show, the crystal length is one of the critical parameters for the
MC-THz generation. Besides this, it defines the phase-matching bandwidth,
which is crucial for accelerator technologies.

Another advantage of this concept is that basically any crystal could be
stacked periodically poled. Current results show that potassium titanyl phos-
phate (KTP), especially with its higher damage threshold, is a promising
candidate for the high energy MC-THz generation besides lithium niobate
(LN). As demonstrated in Chapter 5, using a commercial Rb:PPKTP with
an aperture size of only 1×2 mm2, efficiencies of 0.16% have been demon-
strated. The height of this crystal, along which the poling field applied, was
limited to only 1 mm. Therefore, testing the wafer concept with KTP is very
worthwhile.

In this chapter, using the wafers listed in Table 7.1, the following issues
will be addressed:

• In Section 7.1, general tests of LN wafers (No. 1) at RT are considered,
including damage threshold of single wafers, stack length-dependent
MC-THz generation, and thereby testing the general concept of stack-
ing of AR-coated wafers.

• In Section 7.2, series of stacks of LN wafers (No. 1) at RT, similar to that
simulated in Ref. [42] are considered (also see Fig. 2.7). Thereafter, the
back-reflected seeded MC-THz generation will be investigated. In both
cases, an increase in the total efficiency is observed.

• In Section 7.3, an LN wafer stack (No. 2) is cooled down to CT to test
the improvement of the efficiency at CT.

• In Sections 7.4 and 7.5, KTP wafers (No. 3 & 4) are tested at RT and
CT.

Table 7.1: List of the wafers that were used for the narrowband MC-THz generation
at RT and/or CT. All wafers are AR-coated for NIR. LN and LN∗ are
purchased from different manufacturers, and KTP and KTP∗ were also
purchased from different manufacturers.

No. Wafer Shape Aperture Thickness (µm) Experiment

1. LN circular 1" 300 RT
2. LN∗ rectangular 25×26 mm2

200 RT&CT
3. KTP square 10×10 mm2

250 RT
4. KTP∗ square 10×10 mm2

250 RT&CT

7.1 wafer stack tests using wafer no. 1

The initial tests were carried out on wafers No. 1 (Table 7.1) at RT. These
lithium niobate wafers are 300 µm thick with a circular shape and a diameter
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Figure 7.1: Wafer No. 1: 300 µm thick lithium niobate wafer.

of 1" (Fig. 7.1). One side of the wafer is marked to indicate the direction of
the crystal’s c-axis, along which the E-field of the laser must be applied to
reach the strongest nonlinear polarization. Both surfaces of the wafers are
polished and AR-coated.

7.1.1 Damage Threshold of a single LN wafer (No. 1) at RT

One of the most important limitations for the MC-THz generation is the
damage threshold of the nonlinear crystals, limiting the laser fluence that
can be irradiated on the crystal. Therefore, it is very critical to characterize
it before starting any MC-THz generation experiments. The basic idea was
to slowly increase the laser peak fluence and observe the laser beam profile
to detect any distortions related to damage. The laser peak fluence can be
varied either by changing the pulse energy or beam size. The laser system,
which was used to generate the MC-THz radiation, is a commercial high en-
ergy laser system that can deliver ∼500 fs compressed pulses at a repetition
rate of 52 Hz with a pulse energy of 200 mJ. A single focusing lens was used,
and by varying the crystal position along the beam propagation direction,
the fluence can be varied. This is a convenient approach, considering the
high laser pulse energy and related B-integral in transmissive optics. Addi-
tionally, the crystal thickness is only 300 µm, the fluence change within the
crystal stays minor when a loose focusing lens with a relatively long focal
length is employed.

The laser pulse energy was set to 20 mJ, and a lens with a focal length of
1000 mm was used. Considering the material properties and the thickness of
the lens, the B-integral contribution of the lens stays below 0.7. The wafer
was mounted in a lens holder and fixed to a manual translation stage. The
crystal was inserted at a slight angle to avoid back-reflection into the camera
(Spiricon SP620U). For different stage positions and fluences, the reflected
beam was monitored for 20 min. The beam profiles after 20 min are shown
in Fig. 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: The reflected laser beam profiles from wafer No. 1 using various fluences
at RT. The image is taken after 20 min measurement.

A closer look reveals that the beam profile starts to change at a fluence
of 0.9 J/cm2. This effect becomes more dominant around 1.2 J/cm2, but no
damage was observed after blocking the laser beam. This is a known phe-
nomenon in LN crystals, called the photo-refractive (PR) effect, which can
be reduced by magnesium oxide (MgO) doping in LN [13].

The fluence was further increased to 1.7 J/cm2, the PR-effect appears im-
mediately, and the crystal was damaged within five minutes. In order to
repeat this measurement under the same fluence, the crystal was moved
sideways. This time stays, the crystal remained undamaged for 20 minutes.
However, PR-effect was very strong in both cases. So usage of the crystal at
this fluence is not possible. In the last step the fluence is further increased to
2.2 J/cm2, which damages the crystal immediately as shown in Fig.7.3.

Figure 7.3: Damage of wafer No. 1 at RT with fluence of 2.251 J/cm2 at two positions
(red circles).

In conclusion, for a wafer at RT, the laser peak fluence can be increased up
to 0.8 J/cm2 without observing any degradation in the beam quality. How-
ever, the previous damage threshold measurements showed that the photo-
refractive effect occurs at lower fluence for longer crystals (Section A.1). Con-
sequently, it was decided to carry out the first series of MC-THz generation
experiments without changing the laser beam size, which means the maxi-
mum laser peak fluence stayed below 400 mJ/cm2.
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7.1.2 Length dependent MC-THz generation at RT using wafers No. 1

One of the most critical parameters for the MC-THz generation is the length
of the crystal. Within the analytical plane-wave approximation (Eq. (2.21)),
linear growth of efficiency is predicted within the crystal length. However,
the efficiency growth rate drops after a certain length (see Section 2.4). There
might be several reasons for that: MC-THz absorption, pump depletion,
walk-off, spectral broadening, or SPM. The wafer concept gives us a unique
possibility to investigate the length-dependent MC-THz generation.

The 300 µm LN-wafers (No. 1) were installed in a holder, which enables
stacking them together with alternating c-axis orientation. They are pressed
together. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 7.4. The com-

Figure 7.4: Experimental setup: The NIR laser beam is sent into a wafer stack, which
after the stack is filtered out using a teflon shield. The MC-THz signal is
collected and focused on a THz detector using two TPX-lenses.

pressed output of the laser was sent into the wafer-stack. The wafer-stack
was inserted into the beam with a slightly tilted angle to prevent any back-
reflections into the laser. After the interaction, the NIR laser beam was fil-
tered out using a 1 cm thick teflon plate, which was then monitored by two
spectrometers. One of them is measuring a smaller spectral range from 980-
1090 nm, with a spectral resolution of 0.07 nm (ASEQ) to investigate spectral
changes due to the MC-THz generation. The other one measures a broader
range from 200- 1100 nm, with a spectral resolution of 0.2 nm. The second
spectrometer enables detecting any possible parasitic effects, such as SHG,
Raman-scattering, or any unwanted parasitically phase-matched process.

The generated MC-THz signal was detected using a pyroelectric detector
via an imaging system consisting of two polymethylpentene (TPX) lenses. To
ensure that no NIR laser beam or its 2

nd-harmonic reaches the THz detector,
two more polyethylene shields were installed, in addition to the 1 cm teflon
beam block - one directly in front of the THz detector and the other between
the two TPX lens pair.

The number of wafers was increased from 1 to 31 wafers in steps of 1.
The generated MC-THz was measured both as a function of the laser pulse
energy and wafer number. Taking into account the THz losses from the stack
to the detector, such as material losses (see Table 7.2) and the Fresnel losses
of 44.4% under the assumption that the THz beam hits perpendicular to the
transmission surface, the internal MC-THz pulse energy is calculated.
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Table 7.2: THz losses in different materials at 160 GHz: these values are measured
using THz-TDS (see Section A.2).

Frequency (GHz) Teflon (%) TPX (%) Polyethylene (%)

160 7 23 31

The input energy and length dependent MC-THz yields are depicted in
Fig. 7.5a. To calculate the laser peak fluence dependent internal optical-to-
THz conversion efficiency, the laser beam size at the wafer position was
measured, whose beam waist was 6.3x5.7 mm2 (radius at e−2), and assumed
that the laser is transmitted into the stack without losses due to the AR-
coating. The herewith calculated CE is shown in Fig. 7.5b in dependence of
the number of wavers and the laser peak fluence.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.5: a) The evolution of internal MC-THz energy depending on NIR optical
energy and on different wafer numbers at RT. b) The dependence of the
internal CE on NIR optical fluence and number of wafers at RT.

To summarize these results, the wafer number dependent internal MC-
THz energy and CE for the maximum laser peak fluence are plotted in
Fig. 7.6. According to these data, the MC-THz yield increases up to 13 wafers
and starts to saturate with increasing wafer’s number. The best results are
achieved at 22 wafers with more than 200 µJ, which corresponds to ∼0.1%
internal CE.

The NIR optical spectra after MC-THz generation passing through 2 and
31 wafers are shown in Figs. 7.7a and 7.7b, respectively. Clearly, spectral
broadening becomes very apparent for 31 wafers. The intensity is plotted
on a logarithmic scale to see the effects aside from the central wavelength.

Finally, the central frequency of the generated MC-THz signal was de-
termined for 31 wafers using a THz interferometer. The measured delay-
dependent interferogram is shown in the upper diagram of Fig. 7.8, and
by taking the Fourier transform of it, the corresponding spectrum is cal-
culated. The generated THz was centered at 159.4 GHz, which a bandwidth
of 1.7 GHz. As can be seen, no higher harmonics of the THz frequency are
visible.
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Figure 7.6: Length dependent THz yield and corresponding internal CE at max peak
fluence.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.7: Input energy dependent NIR optical spectra taken after MC-THz gener-
ation in a stack with a) 2 wafers and b) 31 wafers.

7.1.3 Does poling work?

In order to prove that the poling concept is working and to give a qualita-
tive impression of the uniformity of the ferroelectric wafers, two cases were
compared: alternating and non-alternating. In the non-alternating case, the
orientation of the c-axis for all wafers was pointing in the same direction;
hence, no quasi-phase-matching should be present. The same experimental
setup as the previous scans was utilized. The laser input energy-dependent
MC-THz yield was measured for the following wafer numbers: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
10, and 16. The results at the same maximum peak fluence were summarized
and compared for the alternating and the non-alternating cases (Fig. 7.9).
The number of wafers was increased up to 16 wafers. The measured MC-
THz yield decreases/increases for the non-alternating/alternating case with
increasing wafer number. In the case of the alternating wafers, the MC-THz
energy is around 45 times greater than for the non-alternating case with 16

wafers.
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Figure 7.8: Top: Delay-dependent interferogram from an MC-THz generation using
a stack of 31 wafers (No. 1). Bottom: the Fourier transform of the interfer-
ogram. The central frequency of the THz is 159.4 GHz with a bandwidth
of 1.7 GHz.
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Figure 7.9: Comparing the length-dependent MC-THz generation in two different
configurations with alternating and non-alternating c-axis orientation.

The mechanism behind in alternating case is the QPM, which provides
narrowband phase-matched. In the non-alternating case, some signal is gen-
erated when the crystal length is shorter than the coherence length.

Additionally, the NIR spectra after MC-THz generation for 16 wafers were
observed and are given in Fig. 7.10a for the non-alternating case and in
Fig. 7.10b for the alternating case. As expected, there is a clear spectral broad-
ening due to the THz generation for the alternating case.

7.2 pump recycling experiments at rt using wafers no. 1

Although, so far, the best results for the required narrowband MC-THz gen-
eration were achieved by the optical DFG; however, the efficiencies are still
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(a) non-alternating (b) alternating

Figure 7.10: Input energy dependent NIR optical spectra taken after MC-THz gen-
eration with a) non-alternating wafers and b) alternating wafers.

below percent level. This means the driving NIR laser still has plenty of
energy after the MC-THz generation, which is confirmed with laser trans-
mission measurements (e.g., see Fig. 7.14). Taking into account that the laser
system can deliver up to 200 mJ pulse energy, it is very attractive to reuse
the laser beam after the MC-THz generation.

In this section, two different approaches were tried to target exactly this
issue:

• Placing multiple wafer-stacks in series and characterizing the MC-THz
generation after each stack as well as at the end of the series (Sec-
tion 7.2.1).

• Reflecting the laser beam back into a single wafer-stack (Section 7.2.2).

Note: In every experimental setup, only the THz beam generated from the
last stack is imaged, using two TPX-lenses, into the detector.

7.2.1 Stacks in series

In the first approach, the wafer stacks were placed in a serial arrangement,
through which the NIR laser beam was sent and consecutively reused. First,
the MC-THz generation was investigated in a 14 wafer stack. This is ex-
actly the same configuration as the previous experiments as illustrated in
Fig. 7.11(a). In this case, the input NIR energy dependent MC-THz yield is
shown in Fig. 7.12a (blue) and the correlated peak fluence dependent effi-
ciency in Fig. 7.12b (blue). A maximum CE of 0.08% was achieved using a
maximum peak fluence of 350 mJ/cm2.

In the next step, the first 14 wafers-stack was moved 33 cm towards the
laser source, and a second 10 wafers-stack was mounted at the THz detection
position. The MC-THz yield was measured for the same NIR input energies
from the previous scan. The results are plotted in Fig. 7.12a (red). By calcu-
lating the internal CE, the losses in the first stack are taken into account and
shown in Fig. 7.12b (red). In this case, the efficiency of two stacks in series
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Figure 7.11: Schematic drawing of stacks in series experiments: a) standard MC-
THz generation with 14 wafer in single stack, b) two stacks in a row.
Note: In every experimental setup, only the THz beam generated from
the last stack is imaged, using two TPX-lenses, into the detector.
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Figure 7.12: a) The NIR input energy dependent MC-THz yields after a single stack
of 14 wafers (blue), after two stacks (with 14 then 10 wafers, red) and
arithmetic sum of both (yellow) at RT. b) Corresponding peak fluence
dependent internal efficiency at RT.

was lower than in the case of a single stack due to the accumulated linear
and nonlinear spectral phase in NIR pulse [42].

These results are similar to the theoretical predictions given by Ref. [42],
also discussed in Section 2.6. If the MC-THz could be extracted after each
stack, as discussed in Ref. [42] and Section 2.6, then the total amount of gen-
erated MC-THz could be improved around 45% compared to the single stack.
In this case the total efficiency was increased from 0.08% to 0.12% at the max-
imum peak fluence of 350 mJ/cm2 (Fig. 7.12b (yellow)). Note: The generated
MC-THz from the first stack is not imaged into the second stack.

7.2.1.1 Varying the distance between two stacks

During the above experiments, the distance between two stacks was set
33 cm (Section 7.2.1). Now, another measurement has been performed to in-
vestigate the influence of the distance between the stacks on MC-THz gener-
ation. The laser pulse energy was fixed to 95 mJ, and the separation of both
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stacks were varied by moving the second stack towards the laser source. The
results of this measurement are depicted in Fig. 7.13
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Figure 7.13: Generated MC-THz energy after two stacks (14 and 10 wafers) as a
function of stack separation.

The minimum distance was set roughly to 7 cm, which should be enough
to separate the THz and the laser beam by a THz output-coupler, as sug-
gested in Ref. [42] before sending the laser into the next stack. By decreasing
the distance from 33 cm down to 7 cm, the THz signal could be increased
34%. A possible reason might be, as the distance between the stacks de-
creases, more THz is coupled into the second stack. This will be investigated
in Section 7.2.2.1.

7.2.1.2 Three wafer-stacks in series

Even after the 2
nd-stack, the NIR laser beam was only 15% reduced (see

Fig. 7.14 (blue)), at the maximum input energy of 180 mJ. Hence, it was de-
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Figure 7.14: Input energy dependent NIR transmission after two stacks (blue) and
three stacks (red).

cided to increase the number of stacks to three. Since the number of wafers
were limited, the following wafer numbers were chosen: 12, 12 and 10 wafers.
As illustrated in Fig. 7.15, three different measurements were performed.

(a) Single stack: the conventional approach, one stack with 12 wafers.
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Figure 7.15: Schematic drawing of stacks in series experiments: a) standard (12

wafers) b) two stacks (12 wafers and 12 wafers) in a row c) three stacks
(12 wafers, 12 wafers and 10 wafers) in a row. Note: In every experimen-
tal setup, only the THz beam generated from the last stack is imaged,
using two TPX-lenses, into the detector.

(b) Two stacks: two stacks have the same wafer numbers of 12. The dis-
tance between the stack was set around 10 cm, which is enough to
install a THz output-coupler.

(c) Three stacks: two stacks with 12 wafers are moved towards the laser
source, and the 3

rd stack with 10 wafers was installed at THz detection
position. The distances between the stacks were set around 10 cm.

The results of these measurements are summarized in Fig. 7.16a & 7.16b.
The MC-THz yield decreased with increasing stack number. However, the
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Figure 7.16: a) The NIR input energy dependent MC-THz yields after a single stack
with 12 wafers (blue), after two stacks (with 12 then 12 wafers, red),
after two stacks (with 12 then 12 then 10 wafers, yellow) and arithmetic
sum of them (dark purple) at RT. b) Corresponding peak fluence de-
pendent internal efficiency at RT.

total MC-THz energy could be doubled compared to the single stack and
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reached a final value of 0.3 mJ, which corresponds to an internal CE of 0.16%
(Fig. 7.16a and Fig. 7.16b, dark purple).

The approach reusing the pump gives the possibility of increasing the total
conversion efficiency from optical-to-THz and was theoretically discussed in
[42]. By designing an appropriate MC-THz output coupler, the MC-THz and
optical pulse can be separated after each stage, and the generated MC-THz
can be either added up coherently or used directly. For example, there is
a linac design, which has more than one MC-THz input. Another approach
would be to use a THz parabolic mirror with a hole in the middle, separating
the MC-THz from the NIR optical beam. In this way, the MC-THz could be
separated from each stack.

In the future, after each stack, the dispersion of the NIR laser can be charac-
terized and compensated before sending it into the next stack, which would
increase the efficiency of the THz generation as predicted in the numerical
simulations [42].

7.2.2 Back-reflected seeded MC-THz generation

Since the wafers have no anti-reflection coating for the THz frequency, the
generated MC-THz is partly reflected from the last wafer due to the refrac-
tive index changes from the stack into the air (Fresnel reflection). Thus, the
back-reflected MC-THz can be used as a seed for the recycled optical beam.
This phenomenon was investigated in three experiments, for three stacks
with different wafer numbers of 10, 20, 30, which is illustrated in Fig. 7.17.
The same THz-detection-system, as in previous experiments, was utilized.

Figure 7.17: a) Standard MC-THz generation with a single stack. b) Measuring the
amount of MC-THz in backward direction after a single pass of the NIR
optical beam. c) Measuring the amount of MC-THz in the backward
direction after reflecting the NIR optical and MC-THz beams back into
the stack.

The results of the three experiments are described below:

(a) Standard MC-THz generation procedure (Fig.7.17a): the energy depen-
dent MC-THz (Ω f orwd) yield was measured for three stacks with differ-
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ent wafer numbers. Using the same material losses from the Table 7.2,
the internal THz energies (see Fig. 7.18a) and from them calculated the
internal efficiencies (see Fig. 7.18b) are determined.
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Figure 7.18: Standard MC-THz generation procedure: the laser input energy depen-
dent MC-THz yields in stacks with different wafers numbers at RT. b)
Corresponding peak fluence dependent internal efficiency at RT.

(b) Determining the amount of backward-generated MC-THz (Ωbckwd/2π ∼
60 GHz) (Fig.7.17b): the THz imaging system and the THz detector
were mounted behind the HR-45

◦ mirror. The MC-THz signal was
measured as a function of NIR laser pulse energy (Fig. 7.19a). This
MC-THz signal consists of back-reflected (Ω f orwd/2π ∼ 160 GHz) and
backward-generated MC-THz (Ωbckwd/2π ∼ 60 GHz). Since they differ
in frequency, due the sign change in the phase matching condition, the
results are not calibrated. Using the Fresnel’s reflection of 44.4% and
the absorption losses given by Beer–Lambert law (α ∼2.5 cm−1 [46]),
the back-reflected signal (Ω f orwd) is calculated. By subtracting this value
from the measured values in Fig. 7.19a, the Ωbckwd is calculated (Fig. 7.19b).
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Figure 7.19: a) The backward-generated MC-THz (both Ω f orwd and Ωbckwd) as a
function of input NIR energy using the experimental setup Fig. 7.17(b))
at RT. b) From Fig. 7.19a the calculated reflected MC-THz energy
(Ωbckwd) at RT.
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Additionally, in this configuration, the NIR laser transmission was mea-
sured as a function of the input energy for the three wafer-stacks (see
Fig. 7.20), which was used by calculating the internal CE for the recy-
cling case (Fig. 7.17(c)).
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Figure 7.20: Input energy dependent NIR transmission after the stacks with differ-
ent wafer numbers (see label).

(c) Reflecting the NIR and MC-THz beams back into the stack (Fig.7.17c):
The laser beams were reflected back into the wafer-stack using a HR-0◦

mirror. After subtracting the calculated backward-generated MC-THz
(Ωbckwd), the energy dependent MC-THz yield is determined (Fig. 7.21a).
This is a quasi-seeded MC-THz generation process. In this case, the
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Figure 7.21: Seeded MC-THz generation (Fig. 7.17(c)): a) the NIR laser input energy
dependent MC-THz yields in stacks with different wafer numbers (see
label) at RT b) Corresponding peak fluence dependent internal effi-
ciency at RT.

amount of generated MC-THz is maximum for 10 wafers and for 30

wafers the energy drops to less than half of the single pass forward case
(see Fig. 7.18a). However, the recycled NIR laser input energy dropped
as well as shown in Fig. 7.20. Therefore, the internal CE for the recycled
beam stays similar at around 0.09%. For 20 wafers, it reaches value of
up to 0.19%. For the results with 10 wafers, the MC-THz energy was
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almost doubled compared to results from the single pass forward case
(Fig. 7.18a) and the internal CE reached a value of up to 0.29%.

In summary, the results of the seeded MC-THz generation using 10 wafers
provide the best conversion efficiency (experiment Fig. 7.17c). However, one
question remains, MC-THz is reflected from both the last wafer and from the
mirror (see Fig 7.17c); which source is more important? Because the MC-THz
has a much larger refractive index inside the stack compared to air, the MC-
THz beam divergence is much lower inside the stack. Therefore, it would
be expected that the "seeded" MC-THz is largely generated from the back
reflection on the last wafer in comparison to the more divergent MC-THz
generated from the back reflection of the mirror. In the next section, it will
be experimentally confirmed that the seeded MC-THz is generated from the
last wafer air surface.

7.2.2.1 Experimental determination of the origin of the seeded MC-THz

To characterize the amount of back-coupled MC-THz energy from the mirror
compared to back reflections from the last wafer in experiment Fig 7.17c,
another measurement was carried out. Three different configurations were
compared as depicted in Fig. 7.22 and summarized below (a-c).

Figure 7.22: A schematic drawing for the three different measurements: a) reflection
and recoupling of both NIR optical and MC-THz beams b) reflection
and recoupling of mostly the MC-THz beam using a teflon NIR beam
blocker c) no reflection or recoupling.

(a) Reflecting both the NIR laser and MC-THz beams (Fig. 7.22a): The THz
signal was detected behind the HR-45

◦ mirror, which is the case in all
three configurations. The input energy-dependent MC-THz signal was
measured for two stack-mirror separation distances of 3, and 13 mm.

(b) Blocking the NIR laser beam and reflecting mostly the MC-THz beam
(Fig. 7.22b): In this case, a 1.6 mm teflon shield was inserted between
the stack and the mirror to block the NIR laser beam. The MC-THz
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signal was measured for the same input energies and stack-mirror dis-
tances chosen in the previous case (a). Note: The measured THz loss
in transmission for the teflon was around 7.5% (Table 7.2).

(c) Both NIR laser and MC-THz beams are not reflected (Fig. 7.22c): In this
case, the HR-0◦ mirror was removed.

The results of these three measurements are summarized in Fig.7.23. As
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Figure 7.23: Backward direction detected MC-THz for the three different measure-
ments.

expected, the highest values were achieved for measurement (a), where both
NIR and MC-THz were reflected back; and the lowest values were detected
for measurement (c), where there was no reflection. In measurement (b), the
values were also low, within 10% of the values in measurement c. Thus, it
is confirmed, in the case of back-reflected seeded MC-THz generation. The
seeded MC-THz is generated mostly from the less divergent MC-THz back
reflection from the last wafer, and the back reflection of the NIR beam comes
from the adjustable mirror.

7.2.2.2 Timing between the NIR and MC-THz beams for the back-reflected seeded
MC-THz generation

The results from the back-reflected seeded MC-THz generation (Section 7.2.2)
demonstrate an improvement in the conversion efficiency. This is caused
by seeding the MC-THz generation (see Fig. 7.17c). In this case, the NIR
laser’s group velocity is faster than the MC-THz in the stack. This velocity
difference leads to a temporal walk-off, limiting the coherent building up of
MC-THz radiation. Therefore, it is critical to optimize the timing between
the back-reflected MC-THz and the NIR laser beam. This is achieved by
mounting the HR-0◦ mirror on a motorized translation stage, which enables
it to vary the distance between the stack and the mirror.

In these experiments, the NIR laser input energy was fixed to 80 mJ, and
the MC-THz was measured as a function of the stage position. The scan was
repeated with three different stacks with the following wafer numbers of 10,
20 and 30. The results are not calibrated, and the intensities of the MC-THz
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are given in arbitrary units (Fig. 7.24(top)). Additionally, increasing the delay
to positive values was mechanically not possible.
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Figure 7.24: Top: The non-calibrated MC-THz signal in arbitrary units as a func-
tion of delay between the MC-THz and NIR optical beams for different
wafer numbers. Bottom: its Fourier transform. An arrow indicates a
small amount of backward-generated MC-THz at ∼ 63 GHz.

By a Fourier transformation, the frequency of the modulation of the MC-
THz intensity is determined for each case Fig. 7.24(bottom). This setup acts
as a THz interferometer, generating the same central frequency as in the for-
ward direction. The central frequencies of the intensity modulation and its
bandwidth (FWHM) are determined and listed in Table 7.3. Interestingly, a
small signal from the backward-generated MC-THz signal at 63 GHz is ob-
served (Fig. 7.24(bottom)). As expected, the intensity modulation frequency

Table 7.3: The central frequency and bandwidth for different wafer numbers for the
scans given in Fig 7.24.

Wafer Number 10 20 30

Central freq. (GHz) 152.5 158.6 158.8
Bandwidth (GHz) 22.1 8.6 5.9

matches exactly with the frequency of the MC-THz radiation and the band-
width narrows down with increasing number of wafers.

Note: the maximum value of the delay-dependent MC-THz signal shifts
with increasing number of wafers (Fig. 7.24(top)). The delay at peak intensity
for each wafer number compares very well with the calculated expectation
(Table 7.4).
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Table 7.4: The measured delay at maximum intensity from Fig 7.24(top)) is com-
pared to the calculated expectation.

Wafer Number 10 20 30

measured (ps) -27.4±0.4 -56.1±0.4 -89.3±0.4
calculated (ps) -28.4±0.9 -56.9±1.9 -85.3±2.8

7.2.3 Characterization of parasitic second-harmonic

One of the parasitic effects generated in the crystal stack is the 2
nd-harmonic

of the NIR laser. To characterize the amount of generated 2
nd-harmonic,

a HR-45
◦ mirror for 1030 nm was used to separate the NIR and its 2

nd-
harmonic. The energy-dependent 2

nd harmonic generation in a stack with
16 and 20 wafers is plotted in Fig. 7.25. The amount of the generated second-
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Figure 7.25: The NIR laser input energy dependent generated second-harmonic in
a stack with different wafer numbers.

harmonic is higher throughout the measurements with 20 wafers. In sum-
mary, the amount stays below 2 mJ, which makes roughly 1% of the laser
energy.

7.3 tests of rectangular , 200 µm thick ln wafers no. 2

Tests of LN wafers 200 µm thick (No. 2) are now performed at RT and CT.
Since they are thinner than No. 1 wafers, they generate a higher THz fre-
quency and consequently more THz is absorbed within the stack [46]. Thus
for good performance, the wafers should be cooled down to reduce the ab-
sorption and increase efficiency [38]. In addition, in the previous section,
there were technical problems cooling the circular shape of No. 1 wafers. All
No. 2 wafers are polished on both surfaces and AR-coated at 1030 nm. The
same experimental setup as in the previous measurement was used with the
wafers being mounted with alternating c-axis orientation in a custom wafer
holder.
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7.3.1 Tests at RT

The initial tests were performed at RT. The MC-THz yield was measured
as a function of laser input energy for different stacks with varying wafer
numbers, which was increased in steps of 4 wafers. From the MC-THz yields,
the internal CEs were calculated and the results of these scans are depicted in
Fig. 7.26. The THz losses from the stack to detector are quantified in Table 7.5,
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Figure 7.26: The internal conversion efficiency as a function of wafer numbers for
different input energies at RT.

which are determined for different materials using the commercial software
THz-TDS. Additionally, the Fresnel losses of 44.4% for the MC-THz radiation
were considered.

Table 7.5: THz losses in different materials: these values are determined using THz-
TDS (see Section A.2)

Frequency (GHz) Teflon (%) TPX (%) Polyethylene (%) Window(%)

250 9 20 32 33

270 2 15 27 33

These results show the length-dependent saturation starts earlier for higher
NIR input energy. As an example, in the case of 12 mJ, any saturation is vis-
ible throughout the length (42 wafers). At higher input energies, it starts
around 24 wafers, where also the highest efficiency of 0.036% was achieved
at 180 mJ input energy. In addition to the length-dependent saturation, the
fluence dependent saturation is also visible. All the curves, from the three
highest input energies from 173 to 186 mJ, produce similar results over all
wafer number. One reason for this behavior might be nonlinear effects such
as SPM.
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7.3.2 Tests at CT (cryogenic cooling using liquid Nitrogen)

As expected, due to the higher absorption at higher THz frequencies, the
achieved efficiencies at RT (see Fig. 7.26) stayed lower compare to the pre-
vious 300 µm No. 1 wafers in Section 7.1.2. In the next step, a stack of 40

wafers (No. 2) was mounted in a vacuum chamber and cooled down cryo-
genically to liquid nitrogen temperatures. The additional losses from the
vacuum window were taking into account for the calculation of the internal
MC-THz energy. First, the NIR laser energy-dependent MC-THz yield was
measured at RT (Fig. 7.27a) and afterwards at CT (Fig. 7.27b). In both figures,
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Figure 7.27: a) The NIR laser input energy-dependent MC-THz yields in a stack
of 40 LN-wafers (No. 2) at RT (blue, dashed) and CT (blue, solid), and
the CR/RT yield radio (red). b) Corresponding peak fluence dependent
internal conversion efficiency.

the dashed and solid blue lines represent the results at RT and CT, respec-
tively. The red solid line shows the improvement factor by the cooling (ratio
between CT and RT). At CT, the efficiency could be doubled; the maximum
CE increased from 0.045% to 0.086%. The improvement reaches its maximum
value of 2.4 around 70 mJ/cm2 and drops with increasing fluence down to
1.9 and stagnates after 230 mJ/cm2, where yields saturate at both RT and CT.

Additionally, spectra of the NIR after MC-THz generation were recorded
at RT and CT (Fig. 7.28). Both spectra are strongly broadened at higher flu-
ences, which is likely the reason for the observed saturation in the THz
generation efficiency.

In addition to the MC-THz generation, the NIR transmission was mea-
sured in both cases for different input NIR energies (Fig. 7.29). The results in
both cases indicate an energy-dependent reduction of the transmission. So in
both cases, the NIR laser beam got absorbed stronger with increasing input
energy. Both behave similarly at lower energies, and around 70 mJ/cm2 the
deviation starts to grow and stagnates around ∼250 mJ/cm2. These results
show a similar trend as the cooling improvement (CT/RT) factor.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.28: The NIR pulse energy dependent spectra captured after the MC-THz
generation at a) RT and b) CT.
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Figure 7.29: Input energy-dependent transmission after the stacks with 40 LN-
wafers (No. 2) at RT (dashed) and CT (solid).

7.3.3 Central frequency of generated THz

The MC-THz central frequency was determined for both cases at RT and CT
using a THz interferometer. The results of these measurements are shown in
Figs. 7.30a and 7.30b for RT and CT, respectively. The analysis of data shows
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Figure 7.30: The results of THz interferometry in LN-wafer stack measured at a) RT
(ν0 = 250 GHz) and b) CT (ν0 = 270 GHz).
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that the central frequency of the generated MC-THz is around 250 GHz and
270 GHz for RT and CT, respectively. Due to the temperature-dependent
THz refractive indices, the phase-matched frequency changes. The frequency
shift due to the cooling is similar to the case of large aperture single-crystal
MgO:PPLN (Fig.6.14), which shows that the stack could be cooled down
similarly.

7.4 tests on ktp wafers (no. 3) at rt

The advantages of the wafer concept are introduced at the beginning of this
chapter. In summary, it allows extending the aperture size of the crystals to
the scales, which is not possible to achieve using the conventional poling
method [48].

LN crystal has several advantages, such as high nonlinear coefficient, well-
established production process, and its large availability due to extensive us-
age in telecommunications. However, it has a crucial drawback for the MC-
THz generation, namely its high absorption coefficient in the THz range [46].
Typically, it is cooled down to reduce absorption [38], which unfortunately
lower its damage threshold as well. Recent results have shown that Potas-
sium titanyl phosphate (KTP) seems to be a promising alternative to LN due
to its crystal properties listed in Table 2.1 and higher damage threshold (× 3

more than LN) [45] (also see Section A.1).
Unfortunately, getting a PPKTP with an aperture size of larger than 1 mm2

is currently very difficult. The manual stack wafers concept can solve this
issue, allowing the aperture size to scale up to several centimeter ranges.
Moreover, its low refractive index ratio between the NIR and THz (Table 2.1)
allows for a greater wafer thickness, which in turn simplifies production.
For example, in the case of LN, 200 µm is the smallest achievable thickness
of many manufacturers.

In this section, the wafer concept will be tested for the first time using KTP.
The dimension of the wafers are as follows: 10×10×0.25 mm3. Both surfaces
of the wafers are polished and AR-coated at 1030 nm. Two corners of the
wafers are slightly cut to indicate the direction of the c-axis of the crystal.
The wafer shape was chosen to be square, specifically to achieve a better
cooling using a home-built wafer-stack-holder.

7.4.1 MC-THz generation at RT

After confirmation of the orientation of the c-axis of the wafers, the wafers
were manually stacked with alternating c-axis orientation into the wafer
holder. The alternation of the wafers was double-checked using a micro-
scope. The same experimental setup was utilized as in the previous MC-THz
experiments. The number of wafers was increased from 4 to 22 wafers. For
each wafer number, data were acquired for four different input energies.

The results of the scans are summarized in Fig. 7.31a. The internal MC-
THz energies were calculated using the material and the Fresnel losses (see
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Figure 7.31: a) MC-THz yield as a function of laser input energy (EIR) and wafer
numbers at RT. b) Summarized results: MC-THz yield and conversion
efficiency at maximum laser peak fluence as a function of wafer num-
ber.

Table 7.6) based on the THz interferometry (see Section 7.4.2). In Fig.7.31b,

Table 7.6: THz losses in different materials: these values are determined using THz-
TDS (see Section A.2)

Frequency (GHz) Teflon (%) TPX (%) Polyethylene (%)

355 4 9 37

the internal MC-THz energy reaches a value of up to∼75 µJ that corresponds
to an internal CE of 0.067%. This scan was stopped at that point because the
number of available wafers was 22. It is important to note that these results
the highest efficiencies at RT compared the results to LN-wafers as well as
large aperture PPLN.

7.4.2 Length-dependent central Frequency

The frequency of the MC-THz radiation was determined by THz interferom-
etry, using the same setup as in the previous sections. The interferograms
were measured for different number of wafers: 5, 10, 15 and 22 (Fig.7.32a);
their corresponding spectra are shown in Fig.7.32b. The central frequencies
and the relative bandwidth are summarized in Table7.7. As expected from
theory (see Eq. (2.15)), the relative bandwidth decreases with increasing stack
length.

7.4.3 Outlook based on the initial tests of KTP wafers No. 3

The results of this Section 7.4 appear very promising. Using the available 22

wafers, a maximum internal CE of 0.067% is reached, which is the highest
results obtained at RT, and there was no clear indication that saturation at
this length was achieved.
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Figure 7.32: a) Delay-dependent THz interferometer trances from stacks with differ-
ent wafer numbers, b) corresponding spectra.

Table 7.7: The central frequency and relative bandwidth from wafer stacks with dif-
ferent wafer numbers.

Wafer Number 5 10 15 22

Central freq. (GHz) 338.8 358.3 354.1 358.3
rel. Bandwidth (%) 9.4 10 4.8 3.7

Unfortunately, during the preparation of the CT measurements, the AR
coating of the wafers was damaged. Therefore, measurements with these
wafers could not be continued.

7.5 tests on ktp wafers (no. 4) at rt & ct

In this last section, other KTP wafers from another manufacturer were uti-
lized. Dimensions of these wafers are the same as the previous KTP wafers:
10×10×0.25 mm3, and both surfaces are polished and AR coated. The same
experimental setup was utilized as with the previous wafers. A new wafer-
holder for the CT scans was designed, which can be attached to the cold-
finger in the vacuum chamber.

All available 38 KTP wafers, stacked with alternating poling in the wafer
holder, were attached to the cold finger in the vacuum chamber. The cham-
ber was pumped down to 10

−5 mbar level. First, the laser peak fluence is
increased slowly at RT while observing the beam on teflon shield with a
camera. The laser peak fluence is increased up to 330 mJ/cm2 and efficiency
of 0.045% was reached (Fig. 7.33a). No beam distortion was observed at this
peak fluence. Afterwards the stack was cooled down to CT, using liquid
nitrogen. Similarly, as at RT, the peak fluence was slowly increased while
observing the beam profile. Again, no beam distortion was observed. By cal-
culating the values of the frequency-dependent material losses (see Table 7.8),
the CE was calculated, and the maximum CE at CT was almost tripled com-
pared to RT and reached a value of 0.13% (Fig. 7.33b).
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Figure 7.33: a) The NIR laser input energy-dependent MC-THz yields in a stack
with 38 KTP-wafers at RT (blue, dashed) and CT (blue, solid), and ra-
tio (CT yield/RT yield, red). b) Corresponding NIR laser peak fluence
dependent internal conversion efficiency.

Table 7.8: THz losses in different materials: these values are determined using THz-
TDS (see Section A.2)

Frequency (GHz) Teflon (%) TPX (%) Polyethylene (%)

324 6 9 32

302 2 9 37

In addition, the energy-dependent NIR optical spectra after the interaction
were measured at RT and CT (Fig. 7.34). In both cases, the spectra are broad-
ened with increasing input NIR energy, as in the previous cases. However,
a difference is observed compared to LN wafers, especially at CT; the spec-
trum is most broaden around 70 mJ and starts to narrow with higher input
energies. Similar behavior was observed with commercial Rb:PPKTP in the
multiline MC-THz experiment (see Fig. 5.17).

(a) (b)

Figure 7.34: The NIR pulse energy-dependent spectra taken after the MC-THz gen-
eration at a) RT and b) CT.
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7.5.1 Determining the central frequency of MC-THz at RT and CT

Finally, using the THz interferometry, the central frequencies both at RT and
at CT were determined. The measurements were with 38 wafers performed
at RT (Fig.7.35a) and at CT (Fig.7.35b). The central frequency of 302 GHz at
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Figure 7.35: Upper: The measured delay dependent interferometric autocorrelation
trace measured in a stack with 38 KTP wafers at a) RT b) CT. Lower:
From interferometric trace, the calculated THz spectra at a) RT (ν0 =
302 GHz) and b) CT (ν0 = 324 GHz).

RT shifts to 324 GHz at CT. The relative bandwidths are 5% and 3.5% at RT
and CT, respectively.

7.6 discussion of results

In this chapter, the wafer concept with manually stacked wafers for both
LN and KTP wafers was investigated. Firstly, MC-THz pulse energies of
∼200 µJ and efficiencies of ∼0.1% at a central frequency of 160 GHz have
been demonstrated at RT (Fig. 7.6). As expected, the efficiency dropped to
the∼0.04% level at RT by increasing phase-matched THz frequency to 250 GHz,
due to the increase of the absorption coefficient (see Section 7.3). Thereafter,
in order to again prove the wafer-stack concept using LN wafers, in Fig. 7.9, a
comparison in MC-THz generation between alternating and non-alternating
wafers demonstrated an improvement factor of 45 using 16 LN wafer pieces.

Next, in Section 7.2, two different techniques of using wafer stacks were
implemented: (i) wafer stacks in a serial configuration, and (ii) a single wafer
stack in a back-reflected seeded configuration. Both methods improved con-
version efficiency. In the serial stack configuration, the number of stacks
increased up to three (12-12-10, wafer number), and the total summed ef-
ficiency of ∼0.16% was demonstrated (Fig. 7.16b). This result is confirmed
using numerical simulations, predicted by [42]. After each wafer stack, the
efficiency drops, due to the spectral broadening and accumulation of non-
linear spectral phase, as shown by [42] (as discussed in Section 2.6 of this
thesis). Using a single wafer stack, in a back-reflected seeded configuration
(Fig. 7.17(c)), a conversion efficiency of ∼0.3% was reached for a single stack
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of 10 wafers (Fig. 7.21b). This remarkable result is generated through THz
seeding, as demonstrated in Section 7.2.2. An even higher conversion effi-
ciency could be achieved, if the spectral broadening and accumulating non-
linear phase of the NIR pump pulse could be compensated, again theoreti-
cally demonstrated by [42].

Cooling of a single wafer stack was demonstrated in Section 7.3, providing
150 µJ of MC-THz energy at 0.27 THz, at CT (Fig. 7.27a). In this case, an
increase of the efficiency by 1.9 was achieved after cooling the stack from RT
to CT (Fig. 7.27b).

Finally, KTP wafers are tested in Sections 7.4 and 7.5. Efficiencies up to
∼0.07% were demonstrated at 350 GHz with 22 KTP wafers at RT (Fig 7.31b).
The length dependent THz-interferometry shows a bandwidth narrowing
with increasing wafer number (Table 7.7). Although the KTP has a higher
damage threshold than LN, the AR-coating on these wafers was damaged.
Therefore, no cryogenic measurements on these wafers were performed. Es-
pecially for the stacked wafer concept, the AR-coating for NIR plays a cru-
cial role since the stack consists of several surfaces; each of them introduces
Fresnel losses. Thereafter, KTP wafers (also AR coated from another man-
ufacturer) were cooling to CT and the conversion efficiencies tripled com-
pared to the RT result, and the maximum efficiency was ∼0.13% (Fig. 7.33b).
Similar conversion efficiencies are obtained with PPLN using optical recti-
fication [6]; thus, the stacking of AR-coated KTP wafers provides a good
method for increasing the aperture of periodically poled KTP.



8
C O N C L U S I O N A N D O U T L O O K

In order to fulfill the MC-THz requirements of the AXSIS project high repeti-
tion rate, 20 mJ at 0.3 THz with hundreds of picosecond pulse duration, (see
Introduction 1), high efficient laser-driven MC-THz sources were developed
and investigated.

Prior to this work, the highest conversion efficiency (CE) of 0.24% was
reached using a chirped and delay (C&D) technique with a Ti:sapphire laser
system [21]. In this case, the laser system was a high energy Ti:sapphire
laser. These types of lasers are limited to a few Hz in repetition rate, which
would basically limit the operation rate of the whole AXSIS system, and
consequently, the final photon flux of x-rays. Additionally, to achieve this
relatively high CE, phase compensation was required to extend the spectral
contribution to the CE.

Recently, numerical simulations by Ref. [42] predicted percent level CE
with MgO:PPLN using a pump-laser at 1 µm with a two-spectral-line spec-
trum, where the separation of the two lines is given by the THz frequency.
Therefore, the main aim of this thesis was to build such a laser and test the
CE on MgO:PPLN and Rb:PPKTP. In Chapter 4, a Yb-based two-line laser for
efficient THz generation was designed and build. It was seeded by two CW-
lasers; the front-end part of the laser provides optical pulses with tens-of-
nanojoule pulse energies and tunable pulse durations and shape consisting
of two or more spectral narrow lines. These pulses were successively ampli-
fied to 20 mJ by a regenerative (Section 4.2) and four-pass-amplifier amplifier
(Section 4.3). The quantum defect of Yb-based lasers is much smaller than
Ti:sapphire laser systems, thereby generating less heat, and subsequently
can be scaled to the much higher powers and repetition rates required by
the AXSIS project. Although the final pulse energy of the developed system
needs to be scaled to higher energies, the degree of scaling depends on the
achieved CE, which was investigated in the next chapter.

In Chapter 5, the CE experiments were performed on MgO:PPLN and
Rb:PPKTP, exploring the parameter space such as intensify, poling period,
temperature, THz wavelength and phase matching sensitivity. Many of these
parameters scale according to the analytical description in Section 2.3, even
though this description does not include parametric cascading effects (Sec-
tion 2.5). The key results of this chapter was summarized in Section 5.4:
world record CEs were achieved using MgO:PPLN of 0.49% at 0.29 THz and
0.89% at 0.53 THz with this two-line laser system (Fig. 5.18). These results
compare remarkably good compared to numerical simulations of Ref. [42]
(see Section 5.4 for a detailed comparison between experiment and simula-
tion).
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Based on these record CE values, scaling of these results requires not only
scaling up a high energy, Yb-based, driving-laser, but also exploring the pos-
sibility of large aperture crystals. Therefore in Chapters 6 and 7, large aper-
ture crystals for both MgO:PPLN and Rb:PPKTP were investigated using
a high energy, commercial laser, producing 200 mJ with a pulse duration
of 500 fs at 1030 nm. Using this driving laser, it was only possible to use
the older method of optical rectification (see Section 2.3.1 for details), which
should have a lower CE compared to the multiline laser source.

In Chapter 6, large aperture MgO:PPLN crystals were used with a size
of 10×15 mm2. They were produced by the group of Prof. Taira [19]. With
these crystals and the above mentioned commercial laser, a CE of 0.29% at
0.35 THz was achieved with a pulse energy of 260 µJ at 143 K. This is the high-
est known CE value using OR. Here, the maximum CE was not achieved at
liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K), but at 143 K (Fig. 6.10). Usually, in MC-
THz experiments, the absorption at THz wavelength dominates, but in these
crystals, significant absorption of the optical laser was also observed below
150 K (Fig. 6.11), therefore the maximum CE peaked at 143 K. Finally, as a
reminder, the largest commercial available PPLN crystals have an aperture
size of only 4×4 mm2. Both commercial and the crystals from Prof. Taira
require the application of static electric fields in their production to reverse
ferroelectric domains in a periodic fashion on a single crystal. This method
becomes increasingly difficult for large aperture crystals. However, the AX-
SIS project might require apertures of even greater size, so the next step is
to investigate stacked wafers.

In Chapter 7, stacks of individually anti-reflection coated wafers were tested
with aperture sizes of 1” for LN and 10×10 mm2 for KTP. The advantage of
this process is that some crystals can be grown and cut into the required
thickness (half a poling period length) and can be stacked to a periodically
poled "crystal". Both LN and KTP wafer stacks were successfully tested. In
the case of LN wafers, pulse energies of 200 µJ with a CE of 0.1% at 0.16 THz
(Fig. 7.6), and in the case of KTP, pulse energies of 130 µJ with a CE of 0.13%
at 0.34 THz (Fig. 7.33) were achieved. In both case, CE growth is linear in
both fluence and crystal length (as expected from analytical expressions, see
Section 2.3.1, Eq. (2.17)).

Stacks of wafers were also used to explore some new approaches to MC-
THz generation. In particular, with LN wafers, two novel experiments were
performed: multi-stage wafer-stacks in a serial configuration with multi-
output THz radiation (Fig. 7.15(c)), and back-reflected seeded MC-THz gen-
eration (Fig. 7.17(c)). Both methods improved the efficiency of the MC-THz
generation, compared to a single stack.

In the serial stack configuration, the number of the stacks increased up to
three (12-12-10, wafer number) with the corresponding three outputs, and a
total summed efficiency of ∼0.16% was demonstrated (Fig. 7.16b). The basic
trend of this result is confirmed using numerical simulations, predicted by
[42]. After each wafer stack, the output efficiency drops, due to the spectral
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broadening and accumulation of nonlinear spectral phase, as shown by [42]
(see Section 2.6 for more details).

Next, a single stack of 10 wafers in a back-reflected seeded configuration
(Fig. 7.17(c)) achieved a conversion efficiency of ∼ 0.3% (Fig. 7.21b). This re-
markable result is generated through THz seeding, as demonstrated and
discussed in Section 7.2.2. Even more efficiencies could be achieved, if the
spectral broadening and the accumulation of nonlinear phase of the optical
pump pulse could be compensated. Finally, a redesign of the original setup
(Fig. 7.17(c)), which exploits the advantages of a back-reflected seeded con-
figuration is given in Fig. 8.1. Compared to a single pass through a single

Figure 8.1: Modified back-reflected seeded configuration (see Fig. 7.17, for older ver-
sion): AR-THz – terahertz anti-reflection; AR-NIR - near infrared anti-
reflection; HR-THz – terahertz high reflective; HR-NIR – near infrared
high reflective.

wafer stack, which achieves a CE of 0.1%, a back-reflected seeded configura-
tion has the potential to triple the CE, demonstrating the potential of seeded
MC-THz generation.

8.1 outlook : roadmap towards high mc-thz energy using high

efficiency sources

Based on the world record achieved CE (see Section 5.4), a roadmap for
the AXSIS project is developed, requiring 20 mJ of MC-THz at 0.3 THz for
the electron accelerator [22]. Thus the driving optical laser with a two-line
spectrum must be amplified to a pulse energy of Eo ∼ 4 J, assuming the
demonstrated efficiency of 0.5% at 0.3 THz. For this given high energy laser
with a Gaussian shape, the required laser radius waist (w0) is ∼ 2.2 cm (for
Fo = 2Eo/(πw2

0), assuming Fo = 500 mJ/cm2). As a result of these consid-
erations, a MgO:PPLN crystal with an aperture size of ∼ 7 cm is required,
assuming dia. = πw0 [39].

Within the scope of the experimental results of this work, a less conserva-
tive estimate would be to assume that a seeded MC-THz configuration (see
Fig. 8.1) might improve the efficiency by three times. Additionally, a spatial
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flat-top is implemented for the optical pump, which would also increase
the efficiency [14]), but the efficiency increase will be neglected here. With
these two assumptions, the driving optical laser with a two-line spectrum
must be amplified to a pulse energy of Eo ∼ 1.33 J, assuming an efficiency
of (0.5×3)% at 0.3 THz. For a spatial flat-top, the required laser diameter is
1.8 cm (for Fo = 4Eo/(πd2), assuming Fo = 500 mJ/cm2). Note: The diameter
d must be a little bigger to include the diffraction effects of the THz beam.

As a final outlook, a summary of CE improvements will be listed from
both literature and using ideas experimentally explored from this work:

• Instead of a two-line spectrum, the pump spectrum and phase can
be designed so that only down-conversion is preferred (see Ravi and
Kärtner [32] and references within).

• Instead of periodically poled crystals, aperiodically poled crystals al-
low for modifications of the phase-matching as the pump pulse is red-
shifted (see Ravi and Kärtner [32]).

• Improving the CE by THz seeding was experimentally investigated us-
ing a back-reflected configuration. In the example shown in this work,
CE might be improved by three times compared to the unseeded con-
figuration (Section 7.2.2).

• Compared to LN, KTP has good FOM values (Table 2.1). Although
the KTP experimental results, in this work, were disappointing (Sec-
tion 5.3.1), it might prove more efficient than LN under the corrected
conditions (as discussed in Section 5.4).

• In Chapter 7, anti-reflection coated wafers were simple stacked. Optical-
bonding of wafers [41] might be a superior method to stack wafers.

• Instead of the usual a Gaussian-shaped spatial pump beam. Flat tops
are known to improve the conversion efficiency [14].

In summary, these achievements are an important next step for the real-
ization of the next generation of THz-driven electron accelerators.



Part II

A P P E N D I X



A
A P P E N D I X

a.1 damage threshold

In order to determine the beam distortion effects in both LN and KTP crys-
tals, a measurement was performed with the multiline laser at a repetition
rate of 10 Hz and a pulse duration of 250 ps. The experimental setup is illus-
trated in Fig. A.1. The multiline laser beam was aligned through the crystal,
which afterwards was sent into a CCD camera for long-term measurement.
Another CCD camera was utilized to image the output surface of the crystal.
In the first round of experiments, the influence of the crystal length on the

Figure A.1: The experimental setup for testing beam distortion effects for LN and
KTP crystals using the multiline laser (experiment performed by Wen-
long Tian and Giovanni Cirmi).

beam distortion was investigated at cryogenic temperature (CT), for which
lithium niobate (LN) bulk crystals with different lengths of 5, 10, 20, 40 mm
were utilized. The laser peak fluence was fixed to 210 mJ/cm2 and the final
beam profile was monitored for 45 minutes. The beam profiles for various
crystals lengths are shown in Fig. A.2. The results demonstrate that the beam

Figure A.2: The beam profiles in different length LN crystals recorded after 45 min
at cryogenic temperature.

distortion after 45 min increases with the length of the crystal.
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In the next round of experiments, 5 mm long LN and 6 mm KTP bulk crys-
tals were used at RT and CT. The beam distortion profiles after 45 minutes
are summarized in Fig. A.3.

Figure A.3: The beam profiles in 5 mm LN crystal and 6 mm LN crystal recorded
after 45 min at RT and CT.

The laser peak fluence was increased above 1.4 J/cm2 in both crystals at
RT, and no beam distortion observed in KTP. However, a significant beam
distortion was observed in LN even below 0.42 J/cm2 at CT. KTP can handle
at least three times more laser peak fluence without observing any signifi-
cant changes in the beam profile.

a.2 terahertz time domain spectrometer

A commercial Terahertz time-domain spectrometer (THz-TDS) was utilized
to characterize the terahertz properties, such as absorption and refractive
index from various materials in the terahertz range from 0.2 to 2 THz.

Using the THz-TDS, the temperature dependent refractive index and ab-
sorption coefficient along the c-axis for a MgO:PPLN and a Rb:KTP are de-
picted in Fig. A.5 and Fig. A.5, respectively. The dimensions of the crystals
were as following: 10.08×3.98×5.04 mm3 for MgO:PPLN and 9.67×5.19×1.35 mm3

for Rb:KTP.
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Figure A.4: The terahertz frequency dependent a) refractive index and b) absorp-
tion coefficient in MgO:PPLN at different temperatures (experiment per-
formed by Elias Kueny).
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Figure A.5: The terahertz frequency dependent a) refractive index and b) absorption
coefficient in Rb:KTP at different temperatures (experiment performed
by Elias Kueny).

In addition, the terahertz losses in different materials, which were utilized
in terahertz generation and detection, were characterized using the THz-
TDS. As an example, the result obtained with a polyethylene shield is shown
in Fig. A.6. The polyethylene shield was used to cover the THz-sensor during
the THz generation experiment.
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Figure A.6: THz-TDS with polyethylene: detected signal with (red) and without

(blue) the polyethylene shield.

The ratio between the two curves in Fig. A.6 (signal with (red) vs. reference
without polyethylene shield (blue)) gives the frequency-dependent losses for
that specific material, including the Fresnel and absorption losses.
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